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At Analog Devices, our philosophy regarding sustainability mirrors our 
business strategy in that we balance clear priorities at the corporate level 
with employees’ grass-roots, self-directed initiatives. This approach has 
served us well for nearly half a century, ultimately providing the best 
outcome for all of our stakeholders.

As a company, we believe sustainable value is created through three key 
levers: environmental, health, and safety stewardship; economic prosperity; 
and social well-being. For instance, at the corporate level, we place a 
high priority on environmental, health, and safety practices to ensure 
that we meet or exceed the regulatory requirements of the countries 
in which we operate. With a focused effort on continual improvements, 
we strive to ensure environmentally sustainable operations and product 
innovations. In the areas of economic prosperity and social well-being, 
we strive to manage the company in a way that allows us to create high 
quality jobs and maintain robust investment levels, which in turn allows 
us to continue growing the company and developing innovations that 
positively impact the world around us.

And our technology is doing just that. In fact, our signal processing 
products and solutions enable advancements across virtually every type 
of electronics equipment imaginable. Our radio frequency and embed-
ded processing technologies make energy metering green, ultimately 
helping gain efficiencies across the electrical grid. Our converters, 
amplifiers, and mixed-signal components help achieve medical imag-
ing advancements never thought possible. Our accelerometers and 
gyroscopes provide automotive manufacturers the innovation, quality, 
and reliability necessary to enable safety systems such as airbags, lane 
departure warning, and adaptive cruise control that are saving lives 
every day. We are, in partnership with our customers, changing and 
improving how businesses do business and how people live their lives.

These innovations are possible because of our employees—people in 
whom we take great pride, not only because of their commitment to 
furthering technical innovation and ultimately driving competitive advan-
tage, but also because they apply this same dedication and fervor to the 
communities in which we operate. Our people take the initiative, at ADI’s 

many locations around the world, to remain active in the cities and towns 
in which we operate, playing a critical role at the regional and site level, 
where they are able to have the most impact. Our people are dedicated 
to improving the world around them. And ADI is dedicated to supporting 
them in these efforts.

In this, our third sustainability report, we are happy to share with you how 
we approach the three focus areas of environmental, health, and safety 
stewardship; economic prosperity; and social well-being—and the progress 
we have made in furthering sustainability here at ADI.

Sincerely,

Jerald G. Fishman

Chief Executive Officer

  Economic Prosperity
“We manage the company to maintain robust  
  investment levels”

  Environmental, Health, and Safety Stewardship
“We meet or exceed the regulatory requirements”

  Social Well-Being
“We strive to create high quality jobs”
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Scope
The data in this report cover the two-year period ending on October 29, 
2011, unless stated otherwise.1 When available, the targeted results 
are included for four fiscal years. This report is limited to our directly 
managed operations and wholly owned subsidiaries. ADI does not 
participate in any joint ventures.

While this report attempts to amalgamate the company’s sustainability 
efforts across the three key areas of economic prosperity; environment, 
health, and safety stewardship; and social well-being, it is not compre-
hensive. In the spirit of transparency, we provide more details about 
many of these topics on our website at www.analog.com. 

You will find additional information about ADI’s business operations and 
financial performance in our Annual Reports on Form 10-K and in our 
financial statements. 

Content pages of the website also describe our environmental, health, 
and safety activities. 

Our Corporate Governance Guidelines and other information on our 
management structure are also available on our website. 

In addition, our Code of Business Conduct and Ethics, which applies to our 
directors, officers, and employees, is provided on our website. We seek to 
disclose on our website any amendments to, or waivers from, our Code 
of Business Conduct and Ethics that are required to be publicly disclosed 
pursuant to rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission or the New 
York Stock Exchange. Analog Devices is now traded on NASDAQ OMX.

Boundary
This report contains updated information to the previous 2008/2009 
report along with additional information regarding ADI’s sustainability 
programs. The format of this report differs slightly from the 2008/2009 
report for ease of review and data presentation. ADI has used the GRI 
Boundary Protocol to establish the boundary of this report. This includes 
operational data and management performance for activities that have a 
significant impact (in which ADI has direct control or significant influence). 
For activities in which ADI does not have an influence over significant 
impacts, ADI has attempted to provide a narrative description of such 
impacts in this report. 

Assurance
Independent auditors review our environmental, health, and safety objec-
tives, targets, and programs during the semiannual surveillance audits 
required to maintain certifications to ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001. 

Much of the financial data included in the Economic Impacts section are 
from the financial statements included within our Form 10-K for 2010 and 
2011. These financial statements were audited by Ernst & Young LLP.

We did not seek external verification of this sustainability report. 
However, it was reviewed by outside consultants with expertise in the 
area of sustainability. We will continue to evaluate whether to seek 
external verification or other forms of assurance for future reports as 
our sustainability program matures.

This report may be deemed to contain forward-looking statements that include, among other things, statements 
about our sustainability efforts, our economic impacts, our environmental, health, and safety performance, 
our stakeholder engagement, our product stewardship, and our labor practices that are based on our current 
expectations, beliefs, assumptions, estimates, forecasts, and projections, which are subject to change. These 
statements are not guarantees of future performance and are inherently uncertain, and involve certain risks and 
assumptions that are difficult to predict. Therefore, actual results and outcomes may differ materially from what 
is expressed in this report, and such forward-looking statements should not be relied upon as representing our 
expectations and beliefs as of any date after the date of this report.

1
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Feedback
We welcome stakeholder comments and feedback, which provide important input for the continual improvement of our sustainability programs and 
performance. Please direct any general comments regarding this report to sustainability@analog.com. 

Specific comments and questions regarding the following topics may be directed to the email addresses below:

Corporate and Financial Information

investor.relations@analog.com

Employee Engagement and Communications

employee.communication@analog.com

Human Resources, Policies and Practices

connectionsHRServices@analog.com

Environmental, Health, and Safety

ehs@analog.com

Sustainability

sustainability@analog.com

In addition, the following contact information is available through our webpage at Contact ADI:

Corporate Telephone Number and Regional Headquarters

Analog Devices’ corporate telephone number is +1.781.329.4700. 
Directory of regional headquarters addresses and directions. 

Customer Service

Search our online customer service section, contact us by phone, 
or contact us by email.

Human Resources

Contact HR for staffing, college relations, benefits, and related 
information. 

Literature and Mailing List

Request subscription to our mailings or update your mailing address.

Media Contacts

Call, email, write, or fax our media contacts.

Sales and Distributors

For a list of Sales and Distributors in your area please see our Sales 
and Distributors map.

Technical Support

Receive applications support from our experienced application 
engineers located around the world.

Website Help

Contact our Webmaster for any questions or difficulties with the ADI 
website or registrations.

http://www.analog.com/en/content/contact_analog_devices_worldwide/fca.html
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Analog Devices is a world leader in the design, manufacture, and marketing of high performance analog, mixed-signal, and digital signal 
processing integrated circuits. Our products translate real-world phenomena such as light, sound, temperature, motion, and pressure into 
electrical signals to be used in a wide array of electronic equipment. Since 1965, we have focused on solving our customers’ most difficult 
engineering challenges associated with signal processing. Today, the Analog Devices brand is synonymous with products that are safer, 
greener, smarter, and better across a variety of markets including industrial and instrumentation, automotive, healthcare, communications, 
and consumer electronics.

Analog Devices is a public company with shares listed on the NASDAQ OMX Exchange under the ticker symbol ADI. The size, structure, and 
ownership of our company are virtually unchanged since our last sustainability report. Our shareholders are primarily institutional investment 
firms, of which only two firms represented more than 5% of common stock beneficially owned as of January 2012. All directors and executive 
officers as a group represented 3.2% of common stock beneficially owned as of that time.
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Introduction
Mission, vision, and values are important to every business, but even 
more so to Analog Devices given our strategy to leverage employees’ 
grass-roots, self-directed initiatives in balance with clear priorities at the 
corporate level. While we believe our mission, vision, and values continue 
to effectively convey the essence of our culture and our aspirations, we 
also believe these tenets warrant reflection. With our 50th anniversary 
approaching in 2015, we will reflect on our mission, vision, and values to 
ensure these important tools articulate our ambitions and sentiment as 
clearly for future decades as they have for past decades. 

Mission
Analog Devices’ mission is to be the world’s best signal processing company. 

Vision
Analog Devices is dedicated to enriching people’s lives through signal 
processing technologies. We transform people’s experience with technology 
by bridging the analog and digital worlds.

Values
•	 Customer Focus: Help internal and external customers meet their 

goals; respond to their needs.

•	 Leading Innovation: Seek creative solutions.

•	 Integrity: Act honestly and ethically; principled and steadfast.

•	 Mutual Respect: Treat others with consideration; value differences.

•	 Accountability: Accept ownership; deliver on commitments.

•	 Teamwork: Value collaboration; work for the greater good.

•	 Excellence: Work to the highest quality standards; keep improving.

•	 Shareholder Value: Work to maximize reward/return to owners.

Sustainability at Analog Devices covers a broad range of topics. We have 
used a materiality determination to ascertain which are most relevant to 
address in our program and in this report. Each of the following factors 
was used to determine the content for this report:

•	 Resource utilization (energy, water, and materials)

•	 Waste generation

•	 Our major sustainability-related impacts and opportunities

•	 Information covered in other semiconductor manufacturing  
companies’ reports

•	 Feedback from stakeholders, including employees and investors

•	 GRI G3.1 reporting guidelines

•	 Comments from sustainability experts engaged to review the 
information

Sustainability is increasingly important to all of our stakeholders, and 
we believe this trend will continue. ADI will work with its stakeholders, 
both within the company and external to our organization, to ensure that 
we remain successful in fulfilling the following the three responsibilities 
of sustainability: economic prosperity; environmental, health and safety 
stewardship; and social well-being. These responsibilities are specifi-
cally addressed in this report.

Business Operations
Analog Devices, Inc., is headquartered in Norwood, Massachusetts, USA, 
near Boston, and has manufacturing facilities in Massachusetts, Ireland, 
and the Philippines.

We employ approximately 9,200 individuals, as of October 2011. 

At the top level, our company is organized into two groups: 

Products and Technology Group — focused on core technology 
development and leadership in converters, linear, radio frequency, 
microelectromechanical systems, power, and digital signal processing.

Strategic Business Segments Group — focused on applying the full 
expanse of ADI’s broad technology portfolio to more integrated and 
targeted product strategies for the industrial, automotive, healthcare, 
consumer, and communications infrastructure markets. 

Our products are manufactured in our own wafer fabrication facili-
ties using proprietary processes and at third-party wafer fabrication 
facilities, primarily Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company. 
We operate wafer fabrication facilities in Wilmington, Massachusetts, 
and Limerick, Ireland. We also operate test facilities located in the 
Philippines and use third-party subcontractors for the assembly and 
testing of our products.
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We sell our products worldwide through a direct sales force, third-party 
distributors, and independent sales representatives, as well as through 
our website. We also have sales representatives and/or distributors 
in over 40 countries outside the United States. Through subsidiaries 
and affiliates, we conduct business in numerous countries outside the 
United States. During fiscal 2011, we derived approximately 81% of our 
revenue from customers in international markets.

Revenue by Geographic Region

Region
2011 Direct Sales 

Offices (#)

Revenue (%)

2011 2010 2009 2008

United States 11 19 18 20 20

Rest of North/
South America

0 5 5 5 4

Europe 12 28 28 25 26

Japan 2 13 13 17 19

China 4 20 20 19 16

Rest of Asia 7 15 15 14 15

Products Overview
Used by more than 60,000 customers worldwide, our products are 
embedded inside many types of electronic equipment including industrial 
process controls, factory automation systems, instrumentation, energy 
management systems, defense electronics, automobiles, medical imaging 
equipment, portable wireless communications devices, cellular base 
stations, central office networking equipment, computers, digital cameras, 
and digital televisions, among other applications.

Across the entire range of our product portfolio are both general-purpose 
products used by a broad range of customers and applications, as well as 
application-specific products designed for clusters of customers in key 
target markets. Readily available, high performance, general-purpose 
products provide a cost-effective solution for many low-to-medium-
volume applications. In some industrial, automotive, communications, 
consumer, and computer products, we focus on working with leading 
customers to design application-specific solutions. We begin with our 
existing core technologies in data conversion, amplification, power 
management, radio frequency, MEMS, and digital signal processing 
(DSP) and devise an integrated solution to more closely meet the needs  
of a specific customer or group of customers.

Revenue (%) by End Market 

Markets Served 2011 2010 2009 2008

Industrial 47% 46% 43% 44%

Communications 20% 19% 22% 22%

Consumer 20% 23% 25% 24%

Automotive 14% 12% 10% 10%

Revenue (%) by Product Category

Product Category 2011 2010 2009 2008

Converters 45% 47% 49% 47%

Amplifiers/RF 26% 25% 25% 26%

Other Analog 14% 12% 11% 11%

Power Management 
and Reference

7% 7% 6% 6%

DSP 8% 9% 9% 10%
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Financial Overview
For the period reported in this CSR report, Analog Devices common 
stock was listed on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol ADI 
and was included in the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index. As of October 29, 
2011, the company had a market value of approximately $11.2 billion. 
ADI’s 2011 revenue totaled approximately $3 billion. At the end of 2011, 
ADI had approximately $3.6 billion in cash. Analog Devices is now 
traded on NASDAQ OMX.

Financial Performance 2008-2011 (Million $U.S) 

Continuing Operations 2011 2010 2009 2008

Product Revenue 2,993 2,762 2,015 2,583

Net Income 861 711 247 525

FY2011: An Excellent Year Across Multiple Dimensions
ADI’s financial objectives were significantly revised in FY2007, setting 
the Company on a path to the outstanding results achieved in FY2011

Compared to FY2007, FY2011’s accomplishments include:

•	 Revenue increased to approximately $3 billion

•	 17% CAGR of diluted EPS from continuing operations 

•	 Operating margins increased to 35.8%, up from 23.1%

•	 Gross margins increased to 66.4%, up from 61.2%

•	 8% CAGR of cash dividend per share

Source: Analog Devices, Inc., 2011 Annual Report 
See more detailed data about Analog Devices’ financial performance at investor.analog.com.

Automotive
14%

Total Revenue: $3.0 Billion

Industrial
47%

• Building Automation

• Defense/Aerospace

• Energy

• Healthcare

• Instrumentation

• Motor Control

• Process Control

• Robotics

• Security/Surveillance

Communications
20%

• Wireless Infrastructure

• Wired Infrastructure

Consumer
20%

• Computers, Laptops

• Digital Cameras

• Gaming

• Home Entertainment

• Smartphones

• TabletsNote: The sum of the individual percentages does not equal 100% due to rounding.

Fiscal Year 2011 Revenue By End Market

http://investor.analog.com/
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PRNC Recognizes ADGT 
The Philippine National Red Cross (PNRC) presented a special plaque 
of recognition to ADGT for consistently supporting the agency’s blood 
donation program. The said plaque was awarded by Sen. Dick Gordon, 
PNRC Chairman, during the agency’s 27th Biennial Convention held 
on January 27, 2011 at Island Cove, Kawit, Cavite.

Awards in 2010 and 2011 
A sampling of the recognition ADI received in 2011 as a supplier, an 
innovator, and a well-managed company:

Newsweek Green Rankings: Named one of the greenest companies 
in U.S. for third consecutive year.

The Boston Globe 100: Ranked #1 in technology sector and #2 overall.

Thomson Reuters Top 100 Global Innovators: Only analog 
semiconductor company named.

Agilent Technologies Vendor of the Year: Recognized for 
responsiveness, lead times, and supply chain support.

Bosch Group Supplier Award: Recognized for meeting rigorous 
quality and reliability standards.

Huawei Golden Supplier Award: Recognized for innovation,  
support, and supply chain excellence.

Rockwell Automation Quality Award: Recognized for quality and 
reliability.

Electronic Products 2011 Product of the Year: Two high speed 
optical receivers earned this distinction.

EDN Hot 100: Four products were named to the listing of breakthrough 
innovations.

Design News Golden Mousetrap Award: Awarded for ADI’s 
ADXL345 digital iMEMS® accelerometer. The three-axis motion sensor was 
recognized in the Motion Control/Automation category for its ultralow power, 
high resolution performance.

China Annual Creativity in Electronics Awards: Two amplifiers 
named “Analog Product of the Year.”

Philippines Safety Milestone Awards: Two sites were recognized 
by the Department of Labor and Employment.

2010 Outstanding Employer Award: Presented to Analog Devices 
Gen. Trias Inc. (ADGT) in the Large Enterprise Category by The Philippine 
Economic Zone (PEZA) for exemplary performance in generating employment 
and keeping a high regard for the welfare of employees, and for maintaining 
effective harmony between labor and management in the workplace.

Top Large-Sized Employer: Awarded to ADGT Luzon South for 
their compliance to the provisions of the Social Security System (SSS) Law 
in terms of coverage, collection, and giving out benefits, accuracy and 
timeliness of their submission of reports and participation in SSS programs. 

Certificate of Recognition from the Philippine President 
Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo: For exemplary environmental perfor-
mance and continuous compliance with environmental regulations.

TURA 20th Anniversary Leader: the Toxics Use Reduction Act 
(TURA) Program and state legislators presented Analog Devices with an 
award to acknowledge the company’s environmental leadership demon-
strated by its wafer fabrication facility in Wilmington, Mass.

Electronic Engineering & Product World (EEPW) Green 
Power Award: ADI won the award for the ADP8860, a white LED (light 
emitting diode) backlight driver.

2011 Product of the Year: Electronic Products magazine awarded 
the industry’s first commercially available integrated optical receivers, 
the ADN3000-06 and ADN3000-11, allowing power consumption to be 
reduced by at least half compared to other solutions.

Ipswich River Watershed Association Environmental 
Leadership Award: Analog Devices’ efforts to preserve and protect 
natural resources were recognized by the Ipswich River Watershed Association 
(IRWA) in Massachusetts.
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Introduction
In this 2010/2011 Sustainability Report we have updated and grouped several previously reported 
elements of our sustainability program as our responsibilities. These sections include the following:

•	 Corporate Governance

•	 Business Ethics

•	 Stakeholder Engagement

•	 Supply Chain

•	 Reporting

The following sections define who we are by describing our responsibilities as an organization and 
our responsibilities to our valued stakeholders. 
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Our Responsibilities—Corporate Governance

“At ADI, we believe that being a trusted and 
valued partner, creating a rewarding workplace, 
being an environmental steward and a 
contributor to our communities, and producing 
solid financial results are all key to ensuring 
the continued success of our company.”
Jerald G. Fishman, CEO 

Governance Structure
Our board of directors’ primary responsibility is to serve the best 
interests of ADI and its shareholders by overseeing the management of 
the company. The board reviews ADI’s overall performance, rather than 
our day-to-day operations, which are the responsibility of manage-
ment. The board determines corporate objectives and strategies. It also 
evaluates and approves significant policies and proposed major commit-
ments of corporate resources. Management keeps the board informed 
of company activity through regular reports and presentations at regular 
board and committee meetings.

The board is comprised of a chairman, an independent presiding 
director, our CEO, and seven other independent directors. The board 
has standing Audit, Compensation, and Nominating and Corporate 
Governance Committees, each comprised entirely of independent direc-
tors. The names, titles, and affiliations of our board members, as well as 
the structure and membership of committees, are described in our proxy 
statements and on our website.

Accountability and Transparency
As part of our commitment to accountability and transparency, every 
member of our board is elected annually, giving our shareholders input 
into the membership of our entire board every year. The results of our 
elections are publicly announced within four business days of the elec-
tion. In addition, we have a majority voting standard in the election of 
directors. If a nominee in an uncontested election does not receive more 
votes “for” his or her election than “against,” that director must offer his 
or her resignation to the board promptly after the election. The board will 
then determine whether to accept the resignation, after consideration of 

all relevant factors. We will then publicly disclose the board’s decision 
and an explanation of how the decision was reached.

The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee of the board 
oversees an annual written evaluation of the board to determine whether 
it and its committees are functioning effectively. As part of this evalua-
tion, individual board members are assessed by both themselves and the 
other board members. Information related to ADI director and executive 
compensation is contained in our annual proxy statement under the 
headers “Director Compensation” and “Information About Executive 
Compensation.” The 2012 Annual Proxy statement is a Featured Report 
on our website. 

To align the interests of our directors and executives with those of our 
stockholders, we have in place stock ownership guidelines. Under the 
guidelines, target share ownership levels are two times the annual cash 
retainer for directors, two times annual base salary for the CEO, and one 
times annual base salary for other executives. Directors (including the 
CEO) have three years to achieve their target level. Executives (other than 
the CEO) have five years to achieve their target level. We prohibit all hedg-
ing transactions or “short sales” involving ADI securities by our directors 
and employees, including our executive officers.

Independence
We have 10 directors. Eight of the directors meet the NASDAQ 
independence standards, which are reaffirmed by the Board annually. 
Two of our directors (our chairman of the board, Ray Stata, and our CEO, 
Jerald Fishman) are not “independent” because they are, or have been, 
employed by ADI within the past three years. Our independent direc-
tors meet regularly in executive session outside the presence of the two 
management directors. We have an independent “presiding director,” 
James Champy, who presides at all executive sessions of our indepen-
dent directors. In addition, we separate the roles of CEO and chairman 
of the board in recognition of the differences between the two roles. 
The CEO is responsible for setting the strategic direction for the company 
and the day to day leadership and performance of the company, while the 
chairman of the board sets the agenda for board meetings and presides 
over meetings of the full board. Additional information on ADI’s board of 
directors can be found on our website.
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“The trust and respect of all stakeholders—
coworkers, customers, stockholders, 
suppliers, our communities, and the general 
public—are assets that cannot be purchased 
and can only be sustained through our 
continued vigilance.”
Jerald G. Fishman, CEO 

Integrity and Ethical Behavior
We have a Code of Business Conduct and Ethics that applies to everyone 
who works for ADI. This includes the CEO, the CFO, members of ADI’s 
board, other senior financial, business, and technical management, and 
every employee. We have established a toll-free business ethics hotline 
operated by an independent third party, where anyone can report any 
violations of the code of conduct, questionable accounting or auditing 
matters, or violations of any law or regulation. We have a no retaliation 
policy against any employee who in good faith makes a report or assists 
ADI in identifying or investigating suspected violations of the law or the 
code of conduct.

The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee of the board coordi-
nates the board’s oversight of the code, and all employees are required to 
take a mandatory training course on the code. For additional information on 
our policies or to view a copy of the code, please visit our website.

Respect for Stakeholder Interests
Our board will give reasonable attention to written communications on 
issues submitted by shareholders or other interested parties and respond 
as appropriate. The chairman of the Nominating and Corporate Governance 

Committee, with the assistance of ADI’s internal legal counsel, (1) is 
primarily responsible for monitoring communications from shareholders 
and other interested parties and (2) provides copies or summaries of these 
communications to the other directors as appropriate. Communications 
are forwarded to all directors if they relate to substantive matters and 
include suggestions or comments that the chairman of the Nominating 
and Corporate Governance Committee considers to be important for the 
directors to review. Shareholders may also recommend director candidates 
for inclusion in the slate of nominees that the board recommends to our 
shareholders for election. The qualifications of recommended candidates 
are reviewed by the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee 
using substantially the same process and applying substantially the same 
criteria as it follows for director candidates submitted by board members. 
The criteria for nomination as a director are contained in our Corporate 
Governance Guidelines and include the candidate’s integrity, business 
acumen, experience, commitment, diligence, conflicts of interest, and the 
ability to act in the interests of all shareholders. 

Shareholders and other interested parties who wish to send communications 
on any topic to the board should address such communications to James 
Champy, Presiding Director, c/o General Counsel, Analog Devices, Inc., 
One Technology Way, P.O. Box 9106, Norwood, MA 02062, United States.

Supplier Diversity 
In the United States, public laws and Federal Acquisition Regulations 
(FAR) govern the requirements for small business subcontracting programs 
and the procurement goals for each program. The small business goals 
for each business type are listed below in relation to percentage of 
procurement spend. ADI, along with other suppliers who sell to the U.S. 
government or to suppliers of the U.S. government, are required to report 
spending in these categories as a percentage of overall spending every 
six months. 

Supplier Diversity 

Business Type
Goal in Relation to Percentage 

of Procurement Spend 
ADI’s Accomplishments

10/1/09–3/31/10 4/01/10–09/30/10 10/ 01/10–03/31/11 04/01/11–09/30/11
Small Business (SB) 23% 22.22% 29.14% 30.33% 40.14%
Small Disadvantaged Business (SDB) 5% 0.15% 0.39% 0.38% 0.90%
Woman-Owned SB (WOSB) 5% 1.91% 1.9% 3.06% 2.13%
HUBZone SB 3% 0.20% 0.08% 0.17% 0.22%
Veteran-Owned SB (VOSB) Best Effort 0.91% 1.26% 1.06% 0.91%
Service-Disabled VOSB (SDVOSB) 3% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
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Our Responsibilities—Business Ethics

“Ethical business practices have been and 
will continue to be the foundation of all ADI 
policies and procedures.” 
Jerald G. Fishman, CEO

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics
Our philosophy has always been that good ethics are good business. 
Our Code of Business Conduct and Ethics describes our expectations 
and requirements for all company employees—including executive 
officers, members of the board of directors, contractors and business 
partners. We expect all directors, officers, and employees—as well as 
nonemployee sales representatives, consultants, vendors, suppliers, 
and customers engaged in business activities with ADI—to comply 
with the law in the course of their relationship with ADI, including all 
applicable statutes, rules, and regulations in all countries and regions 
where we do business. 

The code is posted on Signals, ADI’s employee portal, and on our website. 
It is provided to all new employees and distributed via email whenever 
it is revised. It is reviewed for necessary changes or amendments on an 
annual basis by the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee 
of our board of directors. All employees are required to take a 40-minute 
mandatory online course covering the code and to provide recertifications 
of their understanding of the code thereafter.

Fair Competition and Pricing
ADI and its employees do not discuss prices or customers with our 
competitors except when necessary in connection with legitimate sales 
or purchase transactions. In addition, ADI and its personnel do not fix or 
dictate resale prices to our distributors or pressure resale price main-
tenance by reprimanding or threatening distributors who reduce their 
prices. We are fair in our dealings with our distributors and do not restrict 
our distributors’ rights to sell our products, nor do we seek to prevent our 
distributors from selling our competitors’ products. We do not discrimi-
nate among similar distributors when we offer price discounts.

Insider Trading
Our policy regarding the trading of securities is applicable to all ADI 
personnel, as well as our board of directors. Employees designated as    

 “insiders” are reminded quarterly via email of their obligation to refrain from 
trading in company stock until the third business day following the public 
announcement of ADI’s financial results for that quarter. All employees must 
participate in training regarding the laws of insider trading. All employees 
are required to take a 30-minute mandatory online course covering our 
insider trading rules. 

Anticorruption
We comply with all applicable anticorruption and antibribery laws in all 
countries where we do business. Our Guidelines for Gifts and Business 
Entertainment, which prohibit the giving of anything of value to a 
government official with the purpose of influencing his or her decision 
or gaining an improper benefit, apply to all ADI personnel. 

ADI employees participate in anticorruption training. In 2011, all employ-
ees and independent contractors received an anticorruption certification 
course. In 2010, 8,203 employees were offered training for the Foreign 
Corrupt Practices class, and 7,604 completed it (93% completion rate). 

ADI prohibits the direct or indirect payment or gift of corporate funds 
or other assets to any political party or committee, to any candidate for 
public office, and to any official or employee of any government agency 
in the United States or any foreign country. This applies to employees or 
persons acting on behalf of ADI, its divisions, and its subsidiaries. It also 
extends to any payment or gift granted to a third party in which there is an 
understanding or presumption that part or all of the payment or gift may 
ultimately be paid to any political party or committee, candidate for public 
office, governmental official, or employee. We do pay dues for associa-
tions and membership organizations, such as the Semiconductor Industry 
Association (SIA), that may engage in lobbying to advocate for specific 
public policy outcomes relevant to the semiconductor industry.

http://files.shareholder.com/downloads/ADI/1780162337x0x552921/7b91200e-f3d4-46bb-b099-3322cbafb339/Code_of_Business_Conduct_and_Ethics_-_2011_revision.pdf
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Export Controls
All employees are responsible for ensuring ADI’s compliance with the 
export regulations of the United States and of other countries in which 
ADI conducts business. We provide training on export laws to affected 
employees. Further, all employees are trained in the International Traffic  
in Arms Regulations as well as the Export Administration Regulations. 

Reporting Violations
We have several avenues through which employees and stakeholders 
can report potential violations of laws, rules, regulations, and company 
policies. We have an open door policy with regard to issues that may 
arise under the code of conduct and about violations of any law, rule, 
or regulation. Employees may bring these issues to their supervisors or 
contact the Human Resources Department or ADI’s general counsel.

In addition, we have a toll-free number and an email address through 
which employees may anonymously report any actual or suspected 
violation. Following each report, the Legal Department conducts an 
investigation appropriate for the situation. Anonymous reports and the 
results of any investigation are reported to the Nominating and Corporate 
Governance Committee of the board. For more information on conse-
quences of violations please view our code of conduct. 

No Retaliation
We will not discipline, discriminate against, or retaliate against any  
employee who reports a complaint or concern in good faith.
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Our Responsibilities—Stakeholder Engagement

Approach
We view stakeholder engagement as a collaborative process that is critical to the success of our company. From employees to customers, to 
shareholders to the communities in which we operate and beyond, ensuring that we maintain a continuous dialogue and open lines of communication 
helps us foster a productive and innovative work environment, better serve the markets in which we operate, meet the needs of our stockholders, and 
be a better corporate citizen. Listed below, you will find the stakeholder groups most affected by ADI’s business and the forms of engagement we 
employ with these groups to inform, mobilize, and energize. We utilize the results of these engagements to develop and enhance policies and programs, 
including those related to sustainability.

Stakeholder Group Description Forms of Engagement Example Programs

Employees

ADI considers our 9,200 employees* our greatest 
competitive advantage.

*Number of employees at the end of fiscal year 2011.

•	Collaboration, technology and resources 
(see story on The Communicator tool) 

•	Signals intranet portal

•	Surveys

•	Meetings

•	Open-door policy

•	Conferences

•	Learning, training, and development courses

•	We conduct an Employee survey approximately 
every two years to collect feedback and monitor 
employee engagement. In 2011, 88% of employees 
responded, compared to industry average of 75%. 
More than 8,000 open-ended comments were read 
and reviewed by the CEO and his staff.

•	We have a 25+ year tradition of hosting a technical 
conference to foster collaboration and innovation 
among our employees. In 2011, over 1,500 employ-
ees from 29 locations around the world attended.

Customers

ADI serves more than 60,000 customers and more  
than 1,000,000 people working at these companies.  
We serve not only equipment makers in the global 
Fortune 1000, but also small and emerging enterprises. 

•	www.analog.com

•	Site visits

•	Dedicated resources in account manage-
ment, customer service, and applications 
engineering (see story about Lear and ADI)

•	Customer quality and failure analysis centers

•	Newsletters

•	Webinars/webcasts

•	Conferences/trade shows

•	We automated our request for quotation system to 
provide 24-hour processing of more than 100,000 
quotes per quarter.

•	We offer a monthly series of free webinars called 
The Fundamentals of Signal Processing, presented by 
experienced engineering staff. Approximately 20,000 
customers register for webinar events each year.

•	We conduct a Customer Loyalty survey every other 
year and ask customers to assess our performance in 
terms of products, service, and support. Approximately 
14,000 customers responded to our 2011 survey. 

Communities ADI has approximately 64 offices around the world.
•	Fundraising and volunteerism—donating 

time, money, and expertise (see story about 
the Ipswich River)

•	We make our facilities available to community groups 
for meetings and functions. 

•	We established a Facebook page, Twitter feed, and 
YouTube channel to make it easy for communities to 
engage with us.

Governments
As both a publicly traded and an international company, 
we are subject to myriad regulatory obligations.

•	Meetings

•	Regulatory filings (e.g., tax, SEC, EPA, EU)

•	Membership in industry groups (see story 
about the Clean Air Act)

•	We are members of the Semiconductor Industry 
Association (www.SIA-online.org ) and the 
Semiconductor and Electronics Industry in the 
Philippines, Inc. (SEIPI), and, as such, we participated 
in meetings with US and international government 
organizations, including the World Semiconductor 
Council meeting held in Korea in 2011.
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Stakeholder Group Description Forms of Engagement Example Programs

Suppliers

ADI works with more than 2,000 suppliers worldwide. 
ADI expects suppliers to adhere to the same stan-
dards ADI has set for itself in terms of business ethics, 
human rights, and environmental compliance.

•	Supplier management process (see story 
about BT resin)

•	Supplier surveys and ratings

•	In 2011, our supply chain management process 
enabled the company to deliver 98% of products in 
less than six weeks, even in the face of catastrophic 
events such as the tsunami in Japan and flooding 
in Thailand.

•	Each year, we recognize our top-performing suppliers 
with the ADI Supplier Excellence Award. In 2011, 
we recognized 13 suppliers, among thousands we 
continuously measure, for their ability to meet strict 
standards for technology and market leadership, 
commitment to manufacturing speed and quality, 
and delivery of cost reduction initiatives.

Media
The electronics trade press regularly seeks ADI’s  
comment on trends and reports on ADI’s products  
and initiatives.

•	www.analog.com
•	Press releases

•	Contributed articles

•	Interviews

•	Press conferences/events

•	News wire distribution services

•	Our global media relations team uses news wire 
distribution services, e-mail, and personal contact 
to keep relevant media informed. In 2011, our 
global press operations worked with approximately 
600 websites, 390 print and online publications, 
530 trade press editors, 40 industry analysts, and 80 
business press reporters.

Shareholders and 
Financial Analysts

Our stock is traded on the NASDAQ OMX Exchange.  
We are closely followed by financial analysts.

•	Financial reports

•	Annual shareholders’ meeting

•	Quarterly earnings press release, conference 
call, and webcast

•	Conferences

•	Meetings

•	Our 2010 Analyst Day hosted institutional sharehold-
ers and financial analysts for presentations on 
strategy and plans.

•	In 2011, we participated in eight investor confer-
ences. These conferences included discussions on 
strategy and performance which were webcast live 
and a question and answer period with the audience 
which was also webcast live.

•	The annual Institutional Investor Rankings are 
recognized as a key figure of merit in assessing 
the effectiveness of various investor relations 
programs. In 2010 we were rankled third and 2011 
we were ranked second in the category of Chief 
Financial Officer for the semiconductor sector 
(www.institutionalinvestor.com ).

Students and Educators

ADI provides support to thousands of students and 
educators. Support for science, technology, engineer-
ing, and mathematics is not only an investment in 
our future employees and customers, but also in our 
community and society.

•	Free and discounted product samples and 
development tools

•	University grants and sponsorships

•	Tuition reimbursement for employees

•	Volunteerism: tutors, mentors, guest speakers

•	In 2011, we joined MIT’s new Medical Electronic 
Device Realization Center (MEDRC). ADI engineers 
and MIT research scientists work side by side devel-
oping new technologies for portable devices that can 
check vital signs, such as heart rate, blood pressure, 
blood oxygenation and respiratory rate, in the comfort 
of a patient’s home.

•	Every other year, we sponsor a design contest for 
aspiring engineering students throughout Asia. In 
2011, more than 600 students and 100 mentors 
representing 57 universities were involved.

Technology Collaborators
ADI collaborates with third party providers of software, 
hardware, semiconductor packaging, and process 
technology.

•	Licensing agreements

•	Joint developments

•	Co-marketing and promotion

•	Consortia sponsorship and membership

•	In 2011, we joined the 3D Enablement program 
based at the College of Nanoscale Science and 
Engineering (CNSE) of the University at Albany 
(www.sematech.org ). The program includes leading 
technology companies from around the world, 
working together to enable industry-wide ecosystem 
readiness for 3D through silicon via, or TSV, 
interconnects.

•	We are active members in a wide range of organiza-
tions dedicated to establishing electronics industry 
standards. We are supporting members of an even 
wider range of organizations.
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Communicator tool: a picture — of your desktop — is worth a thousand words, 
and has a much lower carbon footprint than planes, trains, or automobiles
Communication and collaboration can be complicated when people are spread across different continents. Travel can be costly and 
too slow. In 2011 ADI used technology to improve communication while reducing the need to travel, which leads to more productive 
project teams, as well as lower project costs and less environmental impact. The Microsoft Office Communicator® tool allows 
employees to share their computer desktop with colleagues to demonstrate how to perform a specific task. Communicator is a 
resource available to employees.

Lear and ADI: customer needs evolve and sometimes 
travel down roads no one would have predicted
ADI’s relationship with Lear began in the early 1990s when Lear was still the automotive section of the German premium TV set 
manufacturer, LOEWE. After breaking out as an individual corporation, the Lear Automotive division continued to work closely 
with ADI and eventually ranked as a top five car audio manufacturer and a top three car battery monitoring system manufacturer 
worldwide. Through customer engagements over the years, Lear has influenced several of ADI’s product developments, such as 
three generations of battery monitors, the first and second generation SigmaDSPs, three generations of SHARC DSPs, as well as 
three generations of audio ADCs (analog-to-digital converters), DACs (digital-to-audio converters), and codecs. Today, ADI has 
managed to extend a close engineer-to-engineer relationship to all three of Lear’s major development sites, which are in the United 
States, Germany, and Spain. Leveraging this multi-year relationship, ADI continues to drive new business at Lear with revenues 
increasing from $1 million to $13 million per year over the past five years.

Ipswich River: a lot can be heard in the sound of this river’s running waters
The town of Wilmington, Massachusetts, is located at the headwaters of the Ipswich River, 
which provides drinking water for hundreds of thousands of people and has become stressed 
due to increased demands on its small size. As spotlighted in our previous CSR report, for the 
past 10 years, ADI has been sponsoring IRWA, a group whose mission is to be “the voice of 
the Ipswich River.” With ADI’s support, IRWA has continued to defend the health of the river, 
which has shown significant improvement over time. 

“Safeguarding our natural resources, including the Ipswich River Watershed, is key to the 
sustainability of both business and the environment,” said Ira Moskowitz, Vice President and 
General Manager of U.S. Operations. “We recognize the importance of corporate leader-
ship in this area by both providing economic support to help fund the work of the IRWA and 
by implementing programs designed to minimize ADI’s impact on the environment. We will 
continue to try to make a difference in the communities where we do business, and sustain 
the important resources associated with these communities.”

Ira Moskowitz, V.P., ADI accepts an award 
for ADI’s environmental efforts from the 
Ipswich River Watershed Association 
Executive Director, Kerry Mackin.
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Clean Air Act: where there’s a will, there’s a way— making 
an already clean industry cleaner
In the Philippines, our recommendations regarding emission standards for emergency generators were included in the development  
of the Clean Air Act. In the United States, the collective efforts of the semiconductor industry successfully reduced CO2 emissions 
from the use of fluorinated gases by more than 35% from 1995 levels. On a global scale, our industry reduced fluorinated gases by 
more than 32% in absolute emissions, which is significantly more than the 10% goal set by the World Semiconductor Council.

BT resin: tsunami’s impact extends far beyond the shores of Japan
Bismaleimide-triazine (BT) resin is used in some of the plastic packages that house integrated circuits. In March of 2011, the 
earthquake and tsunami that devastated Japan resulted in a global shortage of BT resin. Press reports warned of the potentially 
catastrophic impact a BT resin shortage would have on the semiconductor industry and the industries that rely on semiconduc-
tors, such as smartphones and computers. But ADI’s customers successfully avoided interruptions thanks in large part to ADI’s 
supply chain management practices.

As news of the impact of these catastrophic events was still unfolding, ADI business continuity procedures were invoked. Within 
days, all ADI products that contain BT resin were identified, customer needs were assessed, and actions to avert customer delivery 
interruption were launched. Per ADI standard procedures, strategic buffer inventories were in place and alternate sources of 
supply were identified and qualified. The ADI team immediately took action, securing additional BT resin from suppliers outside 
of Japan, ramping production at alternate suppliers, and modifying ADI’s production plans based on customer needs. Additionally, 
ADI began qualifying alternate materials as a contingency in the event of a more prolonged BT resin shortage.

Throughout the process, ADI maintained communications with customers. What began as a global crisis was virtually entirely 
diffused for ADI’s customers.
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Our Responsibilities—Supply Chain

Introduction
ADI designs, manufactures, and markets a broad line of high performance 
integrated circuits (ICs) that incorporate analog, mixed-signal, and digital 
signal processing technologies. We produce and market several thousand 
products. Information on our products can be found in our latest Form 
10-K report filed with the SEC and posted on our website. 

Products
Analog IC technology has been the foundation of ADI’s business for 
over four decades. The principal advantages of these products have 
included lower cost per function, smaller size, lower power consump-
tion, and fewer components resulting in improved reliability. All of 
these attributes are common needs for customers seeking to sell more 
sustainable products. 

Our data converters remain our largest and most diverse product family 
representing close to 50% of our revenue. We sell over 2000 different 
converters to thousands of customers. One of the latest products in this 
area is the ADuCM360, which incorporates a microcontroller, two high-
accuracy analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), multiple sensor channels, 
and self-programming. This allows a remote sensor station or instrument 
to operate independently, capturing and transmitting data on demand, or, 
when inputs change, for months on a lithium camera battery. 

As part of this new trend for peripheral products to control their own 
power needs, the AD5755 is an industrial transmitter DAC (digital-to-
analog converter) that adjusts its own power-loading in response to 
external inputs and loading. Many products have had power-down pins 
for some time, but this loads the system controller. Devices of this type 
can handle power control on their own. 

In energy management, our products address the challenges of convert-
ing electrical energy parameters—an analog phenomenon—into digital 
format for measurement, monitoring, control, and communications 
purposes. Our energy metrology solutions integrate converters and 
fixed-function digital signal processing and are in more than half a billion 
energy meters used worldwide. Likewise, our RF transceivers enable the 
secure and robust transmission of energy consumption data for smart 
grids. Whether the product is plugged into the wall or runs on batteries, 
every electronic device requires some form of power management. 

We leverage our analog signal technology to devise innovative high 
performance power management ICs, high reliability infrastructure 
equipment, and battery-operated portable medical, communications, 
and consumer devices. One key aspect of this is monitoring of the 
power grid for protection during dynamic loading and major fault situ-
ations. The AD7606/AD7608 is designed for and being deployed as a 
monitor of leading fault indicators to enable the grid to take corrective 
action before major faults begin to propagate.

We have brought out a series of products that will work at elevated 
temperature levels up to 200°C and beyond. The ADXL206 motion sensor 
and the AD8229 instrumentation amplifier are two early examples of 
products that allow companies doing deep geological exploration to 
design more sophisticated, longer-lasting instrumentation packages to 
reduce the cost and improve the results of operations in this area. These 
products can also be used in high temperature industrial environments 
without the need for energy-consuming cooling systems for the control 
systems. We continue to expand this area to give designers more options. 

ADI has collaborated with automotive manufacturers to improve the 
safety, emissions, and energy consumption of cars and trucks. We are 
helping manufacturers design the safer, environmentally friendly, and 
enjoyable vehicles that customers are demanding. ADI gyroscopes sense 
the angular rate of change and are an enabling innovation, making pos-
sible anti-rollover and other active driver-assisted safety systems.
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To support new product designs, in conjunction with TSMC, we 
embarked on a project to develop a 180 nm process specifically for 
analog IC products. It gives us small geometries, which provides high 
speed operation at lower power. The process also has high voltage 
options so that we can design industrial-grade products with higher 
accuracy, but again at lower power. The third capability is a digital 
option providing high density logic to incorporate analog and digital 
functions onto a more compact chip, simplifying end-user designs. 
Products on this process are now in initial production. 

In support of our research and development activities, ADI employs 
thousands of engineers involved in product and manufacturing process 
development at design centers and manufacturing sites located through-
out the world.  

Our product lines and research are summarized in our Form 10-K and our 
Annual Report. Both of these documents are filed with the SEC and found 
on our website. You can also find information on our markets (that is, 
industrial, automotive, communications, and consumer) on our website.
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Suppliers
Our goal is to develop a meaningful and lasting relationship with ADI 
suppliers. Our products require a wide variety of components, raw 
materials, and external foundry, assembly, and test services, much of 
which ADI purchases from third party suppliers. We have multiple sources 
for many of the components and materials that are purchased and incor-
porated into our products. However, a large portion of our external wafer 
purchases and foundry services are from a limited number of suppliers, 
primarily Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company.

The ADI Purchasing Council has a procedure for purchasing materials from 
its suppliers. Approximately 40 of the material suppliers are considered to 
be “key suppliers.” Where appropriate, all raw materials and critical indirect 
materials are either dual sourced or have an identified second source.

The ADI Purchasing Council, in conjunction with the Subcontractor 
Management Organization, oversees the work of Taiwan Semiconductor 
Manufacturing Company and the test and assembly subcontractors 
in Asia. ADI has developed a series of specifications to define the ADI 
Supplier Management Policy for materials and services.

ADI suppliers must demonstrate proven quality, effective process controls, 
financial stability, competitive pricing, on-time delivery, and commitment 
to continual improvement in all aspects of their business.

Suppliers are audited for conformance with ADI requirements and other 
purchasing conditions. This audit schedule is determined based on a risk 
management process. All new suppliers are audited prior to their acceptance. 

Conflict Metals

ADI recognizes that materials used in its products may have an impact on 
the environment from extraction to end-of-life disposal, but materials may 
also have an impact on the regions from which the materials originate. ADI 
is disturbed by the atrocities being committed in the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo (DRC) and that the groups committing these horrible acts are 
financing their efforts through the mining and trading of certain metals 
(“conflict metals”) that are used in the electronics supply chain. The Dodd-
Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, signed into law by 
President Obama on July 21, 2010, set in place requirements for manu-
facturers of products containing tin, tantalum, gold, tungsten, or any other 
conflict metals. Regulations implementing this legislation have now been 
issued by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). 

ADI is addressing the sourcing of conflict minerals by collaborating with 
other concerned electronics companies to develop methods to track the 
origin of metals used in electronic products, and are using our reasonable 
best efforts to ensure that we do not directly or indirectly support violence 
and human rights abuses in the DRC. We are working with our own suppli-
ers to understand the sources of the metals contained in the products that 
they sell to assure there are no conflict metals in our supply chain, includ-
ing by imposing the following supplier requirement in our Purchase Order 
Terms and Conditions, which states: 

“Seller agrees to use its reasonable best efforts to ensure that 
tantalum, tungsten, tin, and gold sourced from mines in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo (“Conflict Metals”) are not 
contained in products covered by this Purchase Order. If any such 
products do contain Conflict Metals, Seller agrees to promptly 
notify Buyer of the presence of Conflict Metals and a written 
report identifying the mine of origin for such metals, a descrip-
tion of facilities used to process such metals, and the chain of 
custody for such metals. In addition, if it is discovered that Seller 
has used Conflict Metals, then Seller agrees to rectify the situation 
by ceasing their use in products covered by any future Purchase 
Order. Seller also agrees to provide Buyer such information and 
to take other such actions as Buyer requests to enable Buyer to 
comply with its obligations under regulations of the Securities and 
Exchange Commission promulgated under Section 13(p) of the 
Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.”

ADI’s policies related to conflict metals and to the supply chain can 
be found on ADI’s website: 

Analog Devices Conflict Metals Statement (pdf)

California Transparency in Supply Chains Act of 2012 (pdf)

Supplier Awards Program

Each year, ADI holds a Supplier Awards Program event in Hong Kong. The 
Purchasing Department conducts quarterly ratings of delivery and quality of 
their respective suppliers. ADI has a specification document to standardize 
a method of providing suppliers with positive feedback and the motivation 
to constantly strive towards continual improvement. We publicly recognize 
those suppliers whose excellence has a made a significant contribution 
toward ADI achieving our corporate goals and objectives.

http://www.analog.com/static/imported-files/corporate/ADI_CONFLICT_METALS_STATEMENT.pdf
http://www.analog.com/static/imported-files/corporate/California_Transparency_in_Supply_Chains_Act_of_2010.pdf
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The categories for the awards are: raw materials, critical indirect materi-
als, contracted production, maintenance/service of front end capital 
equipment, maintenance/service of back end capital equipment, and 
special achievement. 

The award recipients are announced publicly and displayed on ADI’s 
public website. 

Customers
ADI has some 60,000 customers worldwide. We maintain a network of 
thousands of sales professionals, comprised of ADI employees, sales 
representatives, and distributors. Our largest customers are covered 
directly by our sales engineers and field applications engineers (FAEs). 
The entire organization receives training several times a year to stay 
current with the latest new products and market trends. Our sales team 
is often rated as the most knowledgeable in the industry. 

In order to strengthen the company’s focus on delivering world-class 
signal processing products and support to customers, we established 
the Strategic Market Segments (SMS) group and the Core Products and 
Technology (CPT) group a few years ago. In 2012, we continued the 
organizational evolution, further focusing the charter and renaming the 
groups the Strategic Business Segment (SBS) group and the Products and 
Technology Group (PTG). This organizational structure balances the product 
and technology-driven culture that has made ADI so successful with a 
market-facing structure that makes it easier for customers to work with ADI.

The PTG group focuses on strengthening ADI’s number-one market share 
position in converters and high performance amplifiers and growing the 
portfolio of RF (radio frequency), power, MEMS (micro-electromechanical 
systems), and DSP (digital signal processing) products. 

The SBS group focuses on integrating ADI technology into optimized 
solutions for automotive, industrial, medical, consumer, and communica-
tions infrastructure customers. Ensuring these customers have a clear 
path to engage with ADI, the leader of the SBS group is also responsible 
for the Worldwide Sales organization, which represents the company’s 
world-class product portfolio across all markets around the globe.

This structure aligns with what is most relevant to ADI’s long-
term strategic priorities—technology to enable the continuous product 

innovation that defines ADI and applications insight to enable the system-
level innovation that helps customers to win.

ADI has not only been able to provide new opportunities for some of the 
company’s top performers, but also is able to develop a strategic plan-
ning process around both the product and market dimensions. As such, 
ADI is able to gain clear alignment of strategies across the organization 
in order to leverage the full breadth of ADI’s offerings — both core prod-
ucts and application-specific products—across our customer base. ADI 
is also able to improve the strategic clarity around investment priorities, 
ensuring we focus our valuable R&D dollars on the most promising 
opportunities where we can achieve and sustain high market share.

Transportation

ADI has adopted a strategy of storing most finished product in ware-
house operations that are either adjacent to, or in regional proximity 
to, the facilities where the parts finish the manufacturing process, 
allowing us to ship from these operations directly to our customers and 
distributors. This eliminates extra transportation journeys that would be 
associated with having regional inventory holding points. Exceptions to 
this occur only when service level requirements necessitate local stock-
ing. In addition, we actively pursue efficiencies by consolidating all 
customer shipments to a given region to the extent possible. 

For the transportation managed by ADI, the company partners with a 
limited and select number of transportation service providers. We rely on 
these companies making the investments required to develop sustain-
ability “best practices,” and we believe that they have active, robust 
programs in place. 

Packaging

Properly packaging our products to adequately protect them against 
damage during transit is critical. While safeguarding our product is key, 
we attempt to achieve this without adding unnecessary, extra packaging 
or fill content. Packaging procedures are reviewed as appropriate with 
this in mind. It is our aim wherever possible to use materials that can be 
fully recycled by the recipient. Packing and shipping operations are also 
reviewed to reduce paper generation, printing only those forms that are 
essential to the process. For inbound shipments, ADI utilizes approved 
partners for recycling of packaging materials.
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Our Responsibilities—Reporting

Global Reporting Initiative
We considered the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sustainability Reporting Guidelines (G3.1) when preparing this report. A GRI content index is 
provided via a separate link at www.analog.com/sustainability. This index is provided to assist readers in locating information that may be found 
elsewhere on our website, including our Securities and Exchange Commission Form 10-K and the Annual Report, available at investor.analog.com. 
Detailed supporting information for our environmental, health, and safety activity is available at www.analog.com/EHS.

Core indicators—those indicators identified in the GRI Guidelines to be of interest to most stakeholders and assumed to be material unless deemed 
otherwise on the basis of the GRI Reporting Principles.

Additional indicators—those indicators identified in the GRI Guidelines that represent emerging practice or address topics that may be material to 
some organizations but not generally for a majority.

Status 

Y—YES—the item has been completely addressed in the report 
P—PARTIAL—the item has been partially addressed in the report. Additional information or data would completely address reporting

GRI Section Description
Core vs. 

Additional
Status Report Section

Strategy and Analysis

1.1 Statement from the most senior decisionmaker. Core Y Preface — Message from Our CEO

1.2 Description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities. Core Y Throughout Report

Organizational Profile

2.1 Name of the organization. Core Y Company Profile

2.2 Primary brands, products, and/or services. Core Y Company Profile

2.3
Operational structure of the organization, including main divisions, operating companies, 
subsidiaries, and joint ventures.

Core Y Company Profile — Business Operations

2.4 Location of organization’s headquarters. Core Y Company Profile — Business Operations

2.5 Number/names of countries where the organization operates. Core Y Company Profile — Business Operations

2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form. Core Y Company Profile — Business Operations

2.7 Markets served (e.g., geographic breakdown, sectors, customers/beneficiaries). Core Y
Company Profile — Business Operations, 
Financial Overview

2.8

Scale of the reporting organization, including:

•	Number of employees;

•	Net sales or net revenues;

•	Total capitalization broken down in terms of debt and equity;

•	Quantity of products or services provided.

Core Y
Company Profile — Business Operations, 
Financial Overview

2.9 Significant changes during the reporting period. Core Y
Preface  —  Scope: Our responsibilities — Diversity, 
Stakeholder Engagement, Supply Chain

2.10 Awards received in the reporting period. Core Y Company Profile — Awards

http://investor.analog.com/
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GRI Section Description
Core vs. 

Additional
Status Report Section

Report Parameters

3.1 Reporting period. Core Y Preface — Scope

3.2 Date of most recent previous report. Core Y Preface — Boundary

3.3 Reporting cycle. Core Y Preface — Scope

3.4 Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents. Core Y Preface — Feedback

3.5 Process for defining report content. Core Y Preface — Boundary

3.6 Boundary of the report. Core Y Preface — Boundary

3.7 Limitations on scope and/or report boundary. Core Y Preface — Boundary

3.8 Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, etc. Core Y Preface — Scope 

3.9 Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations. Core Y Company Profile

3.1 Explanation of the effect of any restatements of information provided in earlier reports. Core Y Our Sustainability Priorities — EHS — Business

3.11 Significant changes from previous reporting periods (scope, boundary, or measurement methods). Core Y Preface — Scope 

3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report. Core Y GRI Table 

3.13 Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance for the report. Core Y Preface — Assurance

Governance, Commitments, and Engagement

4.1
Governance structure of the organization, including committees under the highest  
governance body.

Core Y Our Responsibilities — Corporate Governance 

4.2 Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer. Core Y Our Responsibilities — Corporate Governance 

4.3
The number of members of the highest governance body that are independent and/or non-
executive members.

Core Y Our Responsibilities — Corporate Governance 

4.4
Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or direction to the 
highest governance body.

Core Y Our Responsibilities — Corporate Governance 

4.5
Linkage between compensation for members of the highest governance body, senior managers, and 
executives, and the organization’s performance.

Core Y Our Responsibilities — Corporate Governance 

4.6 Processes in place for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts of interest are avoided. Core Y Our Responsibilities — Corporate Governance 

4.7
Process for determining the qualifications and expertise of the members of the highest gov-
ernance body for guiding the organization’s strategy on economic, environmental, and social 
(EE&S) topics.

Core Y Our Responsibilities — Corporate Governance 

4.8 Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of conduct, and principles. Core Y Company Profile

4.9
Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the organization’s identification and 
management of EE&S performance.

Core P Our Responsibilities — Corporate Governance 

4.1
Processes for evaluating the highest governance body’s own performance, particularly with respect 
to EE&S performance.

Core Y Our Responsibilities — Corporate Governance 

4.12
Externally developed economic, environmental, and social charters, principles, or other initiatives to 
which the organization subscribes or endorses.

Core Y Our Responsibilities — Reporting 

4.13 Memberships in associations advocacy organizations. Core Y Our Responsiblities — Stakeholder Engagement 

4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization. Core Y Our Responsiblities — Stakeholder Engagement 

4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders. Core Y Our Responsiblities — Stakeholder Engagement 

4.16 Approaches to stakeholder engagement. Core Y Our Responsiblities — Stakeholder Engagement 

4.17
Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement, and how the 
organization has responded to those key topics and concerns, including through its reporting.

Core Y Our Responsiblities — Stakeholder Engagement 
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GRI Section Description
Core vs. 

Additional
Status Report Section

Economic Performance Indicators

EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed. Core Y Sustainability — Economic 

EC2
Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for the organization’s activities due to 
climate change.

Core Y
Our Responsibilities — Stakeholder 
Engagement; Our Responsibilities — Reporting; 
Sustainability — EHS 

EC3 Coverage of the organization’s defined benefit plan obligations. Core Y Sustainability — Social Well-Being 

EC4 Significant financial assistance received from government. Core Y Sustainability — Economic 

EC6
Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on locally based suppliers at significant locations of 
operation.

Core P
Our Responsibilities — Corporate 
Governance — Diversity

EC8
Development and impact of infrastructure investments and services provided primarily for public 
benefit through commercial, inkind, or pro bono engagement.

Core Y
Our Sustainability Priorities — Economic 
Prosperity

EC9 Understanding and describing significant indirect economic impacts, including the extent of impacts. Additional Y  

Environmental Performance Indicators 

EN3 Direct energy consumption by primary energy source. Core Y Our Sustainability Priorities — EHS 

EN4 Indirect energy consumption by primary source. Core Y Our Sustainability Priorities — EHS 

EN5 Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements. Additional Y Our Sustainability Priorities — EHS 

EN6 Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy based products and services. Additional Y Our Sustainability Priorities — EHS 

EN7 Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and reductions achieved. Additional Y Our Sustainability Priorities — EHS 

EN10 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused. Additional Y Our Sustainability Priorities — EHS 

EN11
Location and size of land owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas and areas of 
high biodiversity value.

Core P Not applicable

EN12
Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity in protected 
areas and areas of high biodiversity value.

Core Y Our Sustainability Priorities — EHS 

EN13 Habitats protected or restored. Additional Y
Our Responsibilities — Stakeholder 
Engagement — Community

EN16 Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight. Core Y Our Sustainability Priorities — EHS 

EN17 Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight. Core Y Our Sustainability Priorities — EHS 

EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reductions achieved. Additional Y Our Sustainability Priorities — EHS 

EN22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method. Core Y Our Sustainability Priorities — EHS 

EN26
Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, and extent of impact 
mitigation.

Core Y Our Responsibility — Supply Chain

Social Performance Indicators: Human Rights

HR2
Percentage of significant suppliers and contractors that have undergone screening on human rights 
and actions taken.

Core Y Our Responsiblities — Business Ethics 

HR3
Total hours of employee training on policies and procedures concerning aspects of human rights that 
are relevant to operations, including the percentage of employees trained.

Additional Y Our Responsiblities — Business Ethics 

HR5
Operations identified in which the right to exercise freedom of association and collective bargaining 
may be at significant risk, and actions taken to support these rights.

Core Y Sustainability — Social Well-Being 

HR6
Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of child labor, and measures taken to 
contribute to the elimination of child labor

Core Y Sustainability — Social Well-Being 

HR7
Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labor, and 
measures to contribute to the elimination of forced or compulsory labor.

Core Y Sustainability — Social Well-Being 
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GRI Section Description
Core vs. 

Additional
Status Report Section

Social Performance Indicators: Labor Practices

LA3
Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part-time employees, 
by major operations.

Additional Y Sustainability — Social Well-Being 

LA4 Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements. Core Y Sustainability — Social Well-Being 

LA7
Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and number of work-related 
fatalities by region.

Core Y Sustainability — EHS 

LA8
Education, training, counseling, prevention, and risk-control programs in place to assist workforce 
members, their families, or community members regarding serious diseases.

Core Y Our Sustainability Priorities — Social Well Being

LA10 Average hours of training per year per employee by employee category. Core Y Our Responsibilities — Business Ethics 

LA11
Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued employability of 
employees and assist them in managing career endings.

Additional Y Our Sustainability Priorities — Social Well Being

Social Performance Indicators: Society

SO3 Percentage of employees trained in organization’s anticorruption policies and procedures. Core Y Our Responsibilities — Business Ethics 

SO4 Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption. Core Y Our Responsibilities — Business Ethics 

Social Performance Indicators: Product Responsibility

PR1
Life cycle stages in which health and safety impacts of products and services are assessed for improve-
ment, and percentage of significant products and services categories subject to such procedures.

Core P Our Responsibilities — Supply Chain 

PR3
Type of product and service information required by procedures, and percentage of significant 
products and services subject to such information requirements.

Core Y Our Responsibilities — Supply Chain 

PR6
Programs for adherence to laws, standards, and voluntary codes related to marketing communica-
tions, including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship.

Core Y Our Responsibilities — Corporate Governance

CDP—Carbon 
We have made substantial decisions that have reduced emissions, 
particularly in the area of facility consolidation and Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED) certification. We consolidated two of our 
facilities in the United States, resulting in reduced consumption of water and 
electricity. We are in the process of consolidating facilities in the Philippines, 
which we anticipate will result in similar benefits. We are moving towards 
getting our facilities certified in accordance with LEED, which will maximize 
the energy efficiency potential of our buildings, as well as our operations.

Rising energy costs and climate change have influenced our short-term 
strategy by driving us to proactively reduce our emissions through energy 
efficiency programs and purchasing new equipment with tool-based 
abatement systems.

In addition, those same factors have influenced our long-term strategy in 
the way our buildings are designed. Our climate change strategy is linked 
to our emissions reduction target in that our energy efficiency programs 
and tool-abatement system are designed to decrease our CO2 emissions. 
We hope to reduce our energy consumption and our CO2 emissions by 
5%, normalized data, by 2015. 

Our short- and long-term climate change strategies are helping us meet 
our CO2 emissions reduction goal and address potential risks associated 

with more stringent air pollution limits and customer requirements. 
Our strategies also demonstrate our commitment to exemplary environ-
mental performance of our products and operations. 

ADI assesses potential risks from climate change by periodic visits and 
assessments performed by our insurance firm every 6 months to one year. 
Risk areas identified as a result of assessment methods are classified 
according to materiality of reporting. Our insurer employs a classification 
method that helps prioritize risks related to fire hazards, human elements, 
natural hazards, and occupancy hazards. Opportunities identified as a 
result of these assessments are evaluated for viability in terms of relevance 
to the Company’s policies, goals, objectives, and financial plans. Results 
of these assessments are reported to the Board of Directors.

CDP—Water 
Our commitment to continual environmental improvement through our 
water conservation and recycling programs, as well as our participation in 
the protection of natural resources, sends a positive message to our stake-
holders. ADI reported to the 2012 CDP Water Disclosure on its water use 
and conservation for calendar year 2011. Overall, our water consumption 
decreased by 3.29% normalized data compared to the baseline year of 
2010. This accomplishment was brought about by the water conservation 
and recycling programs in place in our wafer fabrication sites. 
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Our Sustainability Priorities
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Overview
Sustainability at ADI covers a broad range of topics. We have used a materiality determination to ascertain which are most relevant to address 
in our program and in this report. Each of the following factors was used to determine the content for this report: 

•		Resource utilization (energy, water, and materials)

•		Waste generation

•		Our major sustainability-related impacts and opportunities

•		Information covered in other semiconductor manufacturing companies’ reports

•		Feedback from stakeholders, including employees and investors

•		GRI G3.1 Reporting Guidelines

•		Comments from sustainability experts engaged to review the information

Sustainability is increasingly important to all of our stakeholders, and we believe this trend will continue. ADI will work with its stakeholders, both within 
the company and external to our organization, to ensure that we remain successful in fulfilling the following three responsibilities of sustainability: eco-
nomic prosperity; environmental, health, and safety stewardship; and social responsibility. These responsibilities are specifically addressed in this report.

Economic Prosperity Social Well-BeingEnvironmental, Health,
and Safety Stewardship

Protecting the environment and ensuring 
the health and safety of our employees 
and contractors working at our sites is 
paramount to ADI’s sustainability efforts. Our 
environmental, health, and safety (EH&S) 
programs are designed to minimize the 
impacts of our operations and reduce risks 
posed to our employees and contractors 
working on-site. Our sustainability goals in 
these areas demonstrate our commitment 
to improvement and allow stakeholders 
to assess our progress. We also focus on 
product environmental performance, in 
particular through our compliance efforts 
relating to the European Union’s Waste 
Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) 
directive and Restriction of Hazardous 
Substances (RoHS) directive. All of these 
programs are addressed in this report. 

ADI knows that our economic responsibility 
is not limited to our financial performance. 
In addition to generating returns for 
investors, we create and support jobs in 
the communities in which we operate. 
We also contribute to those communities 
through the ongoing operation of our 
business, taxes, donations, and voluntary 
employee activities. In addition, although 
difficult to measure precisely, our products 
create economic benefits by enhancing the 
productivity of those who use them.

We strive to build positive relationships 
with the communities in which we operate, 
maintain a safe and enjoyable workplace for 
our employees, and provide good benefits 
and compensation. We welcome our employ-
ees’ grass-roots, self-directed initiatives 
in support of the charities, community 
programs, and social issues most important 
to them. In addition, ADI promotes education 
by supplying research grants and donating 
ADI components to students and faculty at 
colleges and universities worldwide. Employ-
ees contribute to our social responsibility 
efforts by volunteering their time to worthy 
causes worldwide. 
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Management Systems at ADI
We manage our sustainability program projects using the principles of 
ISO management systems. We plan to integrate additional elements into 
our sustainability management system. ADI makes sustainability part of 
the way we operate our business and part of what every employee does 
every day.

ADI was an early adopter of the ISO 14001 environmental management 
system standard; our first facility became certified under that standard 
in May 1997. Today, all of ADI’s major manufacturing sites are ISO 14001 
and OHSAS 18001 (health and safety management system) certified. ADI 
is in a position to include sustainability into an integrated management 
system, which is already a key part of the way the business is operated. 

During the time frame covered by this report, environmental, health, and 
safety objectives and targets were prioritized using a risk management 
process. Action plans were established within the management system 
and were reviewed with management at each ADI manufacturing site. 
The status of these plans was reported to senior management on a quar-
terly basis. In addition, independent auditors reviewed the management 
system during semiannual surveillance audits.

ADI managed the social and economic aspects of the sustainability 
program using similar management systems. The results of these action 
plans are covered in this report.
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Our Sustainability Priorities—Economic Prosperity

Introduction
The economic prosperity dimension of our sustainability program concerns 
our impacts on the economic conditions of our stakeholders, including our 
employees, their families and communities, the communities where we 
operate, and world we all live in. While our financial performance data 
can be found in detail in the ADI Form 10-K filings with the U.S. Securities 
and Exchange Commission, we will provide insight regarding our direct 
and indirect economic impacts in the following sections. 

Business
ADI’s direct economic value is a function of the investments we make 
to sustain and grow our business, the people we hire, train, and rely 
upon to operate our business, and the profits we share with investors 
and employees.

Analog Devices Summary of Direct Economic Impacts 2008–2011 (except where noted, units are million $U.S.)
2008 2009 2010 2011

Summary 
Product Revenue 2,583 2,015 2,762 2,993
Operating Costs 1,958 1,730 1,861 1,922
Net Income from Continuing Operations 525 247 711 861
Employees
Stock Options Granted (*quantity in thousands) 5,827* 5,675* 1,866* 1,990*
Defined Contribution Plan Expenses (U.S. employees) 23 22 21 22
Defined Benefit Pension and Other Retirement Plans (non-U.S. employees) 14 11 12 21
Suppliers
Supplier Spending (approximate) 511 375 512 497
Reinvested within ADI
Research and Development 533 447 492 506
Capital Equipment Spending 157 56 112 123
Payments to Monetary Capital Providers
Dividend Payments to Shareholders 223 233 250 282
Common Stock Repurchased 570 4 40 331
Interest 0 4 10 19
Payments to Governments
Provision for Income Taxes 141 50 190 201

Maintaining market leadership is a key strategy for sustaining 
economic prosperity through our business. Technology that converts 
analog signals to digital data, and digital to analog, represented 
approximately 45% of revenue in 2011 and has been ADI’s single 
largest technology area for many years. From supercolliders to 
wind turbines to cell phone base stations to digital cameras,
Analog Devices’ data converters can be found in thousands of 
different applications and represent
over one billion dollars in annual
revenue. Research firm Databeans,
which specializes in the analog
market, reports that ADI has held
the industry’s leading converter
marke t  sha re  f o r  more  than
10 years—and that the company’s
2010 share was larger than the next
eight suppliers combined. In fact,
according to internal estimates, ADI’s 
#1 position in converters was estab-
lished in 1991 and ADI has sustained
this position for the last 20 years.

ADI 48%

Next 8 Suppliers
Combined

44%

2010 Worldwide Data Converter
Market Share by Supplier

All Others
8%
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Employees 
ADI’s direct economic business impacts relate to its employees through 
salaries, benefits, and bonuses. In addition, there is an indirect economic 
impact that employees realize through career growth, on-the-job training, 
tuition reimbursement, and professional development. Although these 
sorts of indirect economic impacts are difficult to measure, we are 
providing some examples of the indirect economic impact on our 
employees in this section. 

Over the two years of this reporting period, ADI has invested nearly $10 million 
in training. In fiscal 2010, we spent nearly $4.8 million worldwide on training, 
including classes, seminars, and tuition reimbursement. In fiscal 2011, we 
spent nearly $5.5 million, representing about a 15% increase in spending. 

Training Type 2011 Contributions 2010 Contributions

Tuition Reimbursement $542,030 $596,661

Seminars $880,764 $404,899

Training $4,058,494 $3,786,096

Total $5,481,288 $4,787,656

Investments in employee growth have resulted in ADI being recognized 
as an outstanding employer and a great place to work.

The Philippine Economic Zone Authority (PEZA) recently presented 
Analog Devices General Trias, Inc. (ADGT) with the 2010 Outstanding 
Employer Award in the large enterprise category. The award recognizes 
the efforts of ADGT’s management to generate employment in 2010, as 
well their high regard for the welfare of ADGT employees and their 
concern for maintaining effective harmony between labor and 
management in the workplace.

At the same time, PEZA also elevated ADGT to its Hall of Fame for 
winning the Outstanding Community Relations Project Award for three 
consecutive years. ADGT’s induction to the Hall of Fame is recognition 
of the continuing commitment of the company and ADGT employees to 
make a difference in improving the quality of lives of people through 
meaningful community relations activities and programs.

Analog Devices was recently named one of the 100 best compa-
nies to work for in Germany by the Great Place to Work® Institute. 
The highest ranking electronics company on the list, ADI was 
awarded the honor based on the results of an independent survey 
and a detailed culture audit of the company’s human resources 
practices. In fact, 91% of ADI employees surveyed rated the company 
as a great place to work. Survey topics included credibility, fairness, 
respect, pride, and team spirit in their companies.
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ADI’s indirect economic impacts that go beyond the information provided 
above fall into two main categories:

•	 Secondary impacts from direct spending—these include taxes paid 
by employees, money that employees spend in their communities, 
and income earned by employees of our local suppliers. According 
to U.S. government estimates, our industry enables 4.01 jobs with 
every job we create. 

•	 Impacts from products—ADI products are used in a variety of 
applications that increase individual and enterprise productivity, 
thereby creating economic value. 

Community 
ADI strives to be an asset to the communities in and around which we 
operate. Much of the company’s volunteer, philanthropic, and community 
investment activities are managed at the site level, and many are initi-
ated and maintained by employees who have passion for their causes. 
This approach not only ensures that our very active employee base is 
able to remain involved but also allows them to determine how best to 
leverage ADI resources given the needs of the specific communities in 
which they live and work and the specific organizations to which they 
volunteer their time and donate funds. We are continually impressed 
with the energy and dedication that our employees exhibit in giving back 
to society, protecting the environment, and providing for those in need, 
and we support them, both individually and collectively, in their efforts. 
One way we do so is through the Company’s Matching Gifts Program, 
which provides employees a voice in how ADI distributes a portion of its 
charitable donations. This Program is managed regionally and allows 
employees to submit requests for matching donations to most charities 
of their choice. 

Corporate Contributions Program 

Matching Grants to Education
This program was created as part of Analog Devices’ overall Education 
Support Strategy. ADI has made an ongoing commitment to the support of 
education in the belief that a well-educated population is critical to success 
in a global economy. All accredited secondary schools, colleges, and univer-
sities are eligible to receive matching grants under this program.

Matching Community Gifts Program
One of our corporate objectives is to be an asset to the communities 
we inhabit. One way we try to meet this goal is through the Matching 
Community Gifts Program. The intent of this program is to give ADI employees 
a say in how the company distributes a portion of its charitable donations. 
Certified nonprofit organizations are eligible to receive matching gifts if 
they are not primarily religious or political in purpose and if their services 
are available to all individuals on an equal basis. Services sponsored by 
religious institutions are eligible if they meet these criteria as well. 

Community Contributions Program
Each year, Analog Devices donates a percentage of its profits to human 
services, art and cultural organizations, community organizations, and 
environmental organizations through its Community Contributions 
Program. Like many other companies, we receive several hundred 
requests for funding each year. Through the Community Contributions 
Program, we target our support to the organizations that benefit the 
communities where our employees live and work.

Organizations that do not specifically serve these areas are beyond the 
scope of our program. In addition, we support the museums and other 
arts and cultural organizations in greater Boston that are patronized by 
our employees.

Sampling of Recipients:

•	 Carroll Center for the Blind

•	 Cradles to Crayons

•	 Museum of Fine Arts

•	 Boston Children’s Museum

•	 Museum of Science

•	 Junior Achievement

•	 School on Wheels of Massachusetts

•	 Families First
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Promoting Education in Engineering and Science
ADI Employee Mentors Students in Robotics Competition

In July of 2011, Analog Devices employees from Greensboro, North Carolina, 
and Norwood, Massachusetts, tackled an engineering challenge outside of 
the workplace—volunteering as mentors for teams of high school students 
building and programming robots for the 2011 FIRST (For Inspiration 
and Recognition of Science and Technology) competitions. Although ADI 
does not sponsor any FIRST teams directly, many of the teams utilized 
ADI components, which are included in the competition’s standard kit of 
parts, purchased by teams through the ADI website, or donated. 

Worldwide, hundreds of thousands of students on thousands of teams 
compete in the FIRST Robotics Competition, the FIRST Tech Challenge, 
and the FIRST Lego Leagues. Teams advance through several levels of 
competition, beginning by competing against other teams in their local 
area and, if they continued to advance, finishing in the championship 
round held in St. Louis, Missouri. The core mission of FIRST is to inspire 
young people to be science and technology leaders by engaging them 
in exciting, mentor-based programs that build science, engineering, and 
technology skills that inspire innovation and that foster well-rounded life 
capabilities including self-confidence, communication, and leadership. 

Members of Team 3215 work on their robot for the FIRST Robotics Competition. 

About FIRST

FIRST was founded in 1989 to inspire young people’s interest and 
participation in science and technology. Based in Manchester, NH, the 
501(c)(3) not-for-profit public charity designs accessible, innovative 
programs that motivate young people to pursue education and career 
opportunities in science, technology, engineering, and math, while 
building self-confidence, knowledge, and life skills.

Planet
There are many examples throughout ADI of how our company, our 
people, and our technology are making the world a better place. We 
have a global impact by participating in philanthropic activities that are 
event-driven. In these types of instances, needs are not only great, but 
also immediate. For example, during the timeframe of this report, 2010 
and 2011, the natural disasters in Haiti and Japan caused unimaginable 
destruction. In an effort to support these regions through such difficult 
circumstances, ADI mobilized fundraising efforts across the organiza-
tion, collecting donations from our workforce and matching each of 
these donations, dollar for dollar, through our Matching Gifts Program. 
We then contributed these funds to local chapters of the International 
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies—the world’s largest 
humanitarian organization. These types of initiatives allow us to join 
forces with our employees to make a real and positive difference. 

Our technology has an equal impact on the world around us. From 
enabling wind turbines responsible for producing clean energy across 
the globe, to the development of Li-ion battery power systems for 
electric vehicles or helping push the boundaries of surgical navigation 
equipment and driving innovations in portable healthcare, our technol-
ogy is making industries more efficient and productive, medicine more 
advanced, and people’s lives better.
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ADI and the Earthquake in Haiti 
In total, 403 ADI employees from 16 different countries made dona-
tions to the victims of the Haiti earthquake. In support of employees 
who made contributions to this effort, ADI matched each dollar 
contributed to the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies 
for Haiti relief efforts. This match was above and beyond ADI’s normal 
matching grants program and donations. Employees donated a total of 
$53,518.80 USD, which was matched by ADI dollar for dollar, making 
the total contribution $107,037.60 USD. 

ADI and Modern Medical Miracles
ADI technology is helping surgeons push the boundaries of computer-assisted surgery. 
OrthAlign, Inc., selected ADI’s inertial measurement unit to enable its new portable surgical 
navigation system. The system provides precise tibial and femoral alignment during TKA 
(total knee arthroplasty), a surgical procedure in which pieces of the knee are replaced with 
artificial parts. The photograph shows the alignment device attached to a model of the knee.

Currently, an estimated 30 percent of all TKA procedures result in poor implant alignment. 
According to figures available from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, approxi-
mately 675,000 Americans underwent knee replacement surgery in 2009, and an estimated 
3.5 million will be performed by 2030.

Image courtesy of OrthAlign, Inc.
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Our Sustainability Priorities—Environmental, Health, and Safety Stewardship

ADI addresses its environment, health, and safety (EH&S) 
responsibilities through an integrated EH&S management 
system. All of our manufacturing sites worldwide are certified 
to ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001. ADI sets EH&S objectives 
and targets and has programs to meet these goals. As stated 
in our Corporate EH&S Policy, available on our website, we are 
also committed to continually improving our environmental, 
health, and safety performance.

Introduction
We are committed to protecting our employees’ health and safety in 
our facilities. Having a safe and healthy work environment is a major 
component of our sustainability program. ADI establishes health and 
safety performance objectives and implements them on an annual 
basis. Our program is designed to promote worksite health and 
employee well being as well as to reduce the number of injuries, lost 
work days, and absenteeism. 

We are also committed to operating in a way that minimizes adverse 
impacts to the environment and conserves resources that we use in our 
operations. We monitor the use of resources (energy, water, and materi-
als) in our production operations and work to prevent the loss of these 
resources in our discharges and emissions. Maintaining a preventive 
approach to resource utilization is a key element of our program. 

We establish environmental performance objectives using a five-year 
planning horizon with annual updates that are included in our objectives, 
targets, and programs. Progress is reviewed quarterly at the corporate 
level and monthly at the site level, and senior management allocates 
resources appropriately to help keep programs on plan.

Organizational Structure
The Environmental, Health and Safety (EH&S) Director, who oversees 
the global EH&S organization and reports to the Vice President (VP) 
of Worldwide Manufacturing, has overall responsibility for ADI’s 
compliance with applicable environmental standards and regulatory 
requirements. The VP of Worldwide Manufacturing is a member of 
the CEO’s Staff, which is comprised of our most senior executives. 
Environmental issues, such as greenhouse gas emissions reduction, 

energy efficiency, water consumption, and other related matters are 
monitored through our EH&S program. Information about the relevant 
EH&S program metrics is reported to the Board of Directors. 

The EH&S management meets regularly with our in-house and external 
counsel and financial personnel to discuss potential environmental risks 
(including those related to climate change) and the possible impact to ADI.

Our Compliance Review Board (CRB), which meets at least quarterly, 
routinely conducts conformance reviews relating to EH&S regulations 
and industry standards. Actions to address potential impacts of these 
regulations to ADI are driven through the CRB. The CRB consists of 
global membership from various departments including EH&S, manu-
facturing, engineering, quality, sales, and legal.

Review Process
We regularly review the aspects and impacts of our operations as part of 
our environmental management systems certification. This is in the form 
of quarterly internal assessments and annual surveillance/recertification 
audits. Our management systems are certified to ISO 14001, in addition to 
OHSAS 18001, ISO 9001 and TS 16949. Where opportunities for continual 
improvement exist, they are considered for implementation.

We track and review our EH&S performance against goals on a regular 
basis. Results of our review are reported to management on a quarterly 
basis, and where items needing actions are identified, directions are set 
to address them.

We have also engaged a third-party auditor to conduct compliance audits 
of our facilities once every three years. Any risk areas and opportunities 
for improvement are immediately addressed.

We also keep track of notices of violation and fines or penalties that 
result from government inspections. We share this data on a monthly 
basis across sites and use it to continually improve our EH&S manage-
ment system. 

During this reporting period, we have received a number of awards 
related to our environmental, health, and safety performance. This has 
inspired our employees to further excel in these areas. We will share a 
few of their experiences with you in this report. 
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ADI participates in the annual Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) 
EH&S performance metrics survey. We use the survey results to identify 
opportunities for improvement and benchmark performance with other 
industry leaders. 

We manage our environmental responsibility using a basic footprint 
approach. We consider both the resources we use and the byproducts 
that may result. Our health and safety program is designed to ensure 
the well being of our employees and the people in and around the 
properties we operate.

Business 
This sustainability report examines the progress Analog Devices has 
been making toward our five-year goals in each of the following areas:

•	 Energy

•	 Water

•	 Materials

•	 Land Use and Biodiversity

•	 Regulatory Compliance

•	 Occupational Safety and Health

In addition to absolute values, we calculate our emissions relative to our 
manufacturing production output (surface area of silicon processed) and 
report these as “normalized” emissions. As manufacturing volumes rise, 
we have been able to improve our efficiencies and thereby continue to 
reduce these normalized emissions.

We routinely review measures of our performance relative to planned 
activities and these metrics indicate that we continue to make prog-
ress toward our objectives and remain on target to achieve our 2015 
goals to reduce air emissions, water use, energy consumption, and 
waste generation. 

Scope
We manage our environmental responsibility using a basic footprint 
approach. We consider both the resources we use and the byproducts 
that may result. Our health and safety program is designed to protect 
our employees.

•	 The environmental data presented in this report covers ADI’s manu-
facturing facilities, including both wafer fabrication and non-wafer 
fabrication operations. Environmental data from our sales offices and 
design centers are not included (with the exception of our Greensboro, 
North Carolina, design and development facility). 

•	 The occupational health and safety data provided in this report 
encompasses our manufacturing facilities, as well as our corporate 
headquarters, sales offices, and design centers.

•	 Our environmental metrics and health and safety data are presented 
on a calendar year basis to correspond with how we track that infor-
mation for regulatory purposes.

Worth Noting
Please note when reviewing the data in this section, as explained 
in our last report, during 2009 we completed the decommissioning 
of our Cambridge, Massachusetts, production facility and trans-
ferred these operations to our Wilmington, Massachusetts, facility. 

In the second half of 2008 and throughout almost all of 2009, 
ADI, like the rest of the semiconductor industry, was impacted by 
the global recession. Our manufacturing output was significantly 
reduced to match lower demand. Because of this, many of the 
normalized environmental indicators that we track increased 
or did not show significant improvements in 2009, leading to 
atypical results.
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Environmental, Health and Safety Performance Goals
Our EH&S management system provides for a quarterly senior manage-
ment review of our activities. In addition, we conduct a monthly 
management review at the site level. These reviews are instrumental in 
driving continual improvement and ensuring the commitment necessary 
to progress toward our goals. 

2010 Environmental Goals vs. Performance

Impact Normalized Goals Performance

Air Emissions 
(CO2 + CO2e)

10% reduction from 2006 baseline Met Goal

Water 
Consumption

5% reduction from 2005 baseline Met Goal

Waste Generation 10% reduction from 2005 baseline Met Goal

Energy Use 10% reduction from 2005 baseline 8.8% reduction

As shown, ADI successfully met environmental performance goals for 
2010. In the spirit of continual improvement, we reset our baseline to 
2010 and established new five-year goals. As of 2011, we have made 
progress toward these new goals and anticipate that we will meet our 
project targets.

2015 Environmental Goals for Continual Improvement

Impact Normalized Goals Progress 

Air Emissions 
(CO2 + CO2e)* 5% reduction from 2010 baseline On Target

Water 
Consumption

5% reduction from 2010 baseline On Target

Waste Generation 5% reduction from 2010 baseline On Target

Energy Use 5% reduction from 2010 baseline On Target

*Goal includes Scope 1 emissions.

ADI internally reports and tracks the following metrics on a quarterly 
basis. The graphs and charts are derived from that tracking software. 
The data shows both normalized and absolute trends. 
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Scope 1 CO2 Emissions: Analog Manufacturing Activities 
Parameter 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Direct GHG 
Emissions (Tons)

62,122 58,234 60,338 48,250 34,933 38,151

Normalized CO2 
Emissions

63.24 50.78 52.64 63.07 38.03 37.70

Note: Absolute data includes emissions from all manufacturing sites while normalized data includes emissions 
from wafer fabrication facilities only.
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Scope 2 CO2 Emissions: Analog Manufacturing Activities 
Parameter 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Indirect GHG 
Emissions (Tons)

118,719 111,427 113,453 105,831 96,687 95,712
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Scope 2 CO2 Emissions

Air Emissions 
Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that are generated directly and indi-
rectly are categorized into “scopes” based on the source of the emissions. 
The Greenhouse Gas Protocol defines Scope 1 emissions as direct from 
sources owned or controlled by the entity, including emissions from 
fossil fuels burned on site. Scope 2 emissions are indirect emissions 
that result from generating electricity, heating, and cooling offsite but 
purchased by the entity. Scope 3 emissions are considered indirect and 
not owned or directly controlled by the entity, but that are related to 
activities. Examples of Scope 3 emissions include employee travel and 
contracted solid waste disposal.1 

The primary source of our greenhouse gas emissions at ADI is from 
chamber cleans in plasma etch tools used in manufacturing. We require 
all newly purchased manufacturing tools and equipment to have low 
greenhouse gas emissions or be abated. In addition, our EH&S and 
Process personnel monitor and evaluate industry developments for 
continuous improvement. 

We emit perfluorocarbons (PFCs) from our wafer fabrication processes  
and carbon dioxide (CO2) from fuel combustion associated with power and 
heat generation. We report our GHG information from our manufacturing 
sites to the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP).

We also track our indirect greenhouse gas emissions and we have set 
a target for electricity use, which is the primary source of our indirect 
emissions. We have not set a target reduction for overall indirect emissions.
1Greenhouse Gas Protocol (2012), FAQ, http://www.ghgprotocol.org/calculation-tools/faq
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Water Use 
ADI uses water from public sources. A significant portion of our water 
use is treated to produce the high purity deionized (DI) water necessary 
for our manufacturing operations. Our water consumption is carefully 
monitored at each of our operating facilities. We also track water by 
normalizing use to our production processes. 

ADI implements extensive water reuse and conservation programs 
across all our manufacturing sites to achieve greater product output with 
reduced need for additional resources. A substantial portion of water 

used in manufacturing operations is reclaimed and recycled for reuse, 
resulting in our ability to decrease our overall water use while increasing 
product output levels. Reclaimed wastewater from the fabrication process 
fed back to production processes (9%), scrubbers (9%) and cooling 
towers (5%) has significantly decreased water use in our manufacturing 
activities. Additionally, consolidating two of our facilities in the United 
States resulted in a similar benefit. These programs translated to a 28% 
normalized water use reduction in 2010 from our 2005 baseline.

Water Consumption: Analog Manufacturing Activities 

Parameter 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Absolute: Million Cubic Meters 1.36 1.35 1.16 1.16 1.05 0.98 1.07

Normalized: Liters per Sq.Cm. 
Silicon Wafer Fabrication

1.03 0.85 0.76 0.77 1.02 0.74 0.71
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Waste Generation 
ADI designs its products not to use restricted or potentially restricted 
materials. We have a program to recycle materials and avoid landfills 
or incinerators. We educate our employees on reducing solid 
waste generation both at home and in the workplace. For example, 

awareness campaign materials posted on our bulletin boards and 
TV screens encourage waste reduction. In addition, we are raising 
environmental awareness of local community residents by conducting 
waste management seminars. 

Waste Generation 

Parameter 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Absolute RCRA Waste: Metric Tons 505 539 509 455 420 441 579

Normalized RCRA Waste: Grams per cm2 Silicon Wafer Fabrication 0.48 0.43 0.43 0.39 0.53 0.46 0.56

Absolute Non-RCRA Waste: Metric Tons 2380 2221 1295 1367 903 861 1336

Normalized Non-RCRA Waste: Grams per Unit Production 1.69 1.43 1.02 1.07 1.04 0.77 1.06
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Energy 
At ADI, the direct sources (i.e., Scope 1) of energy we use to support our 
operations are diesel fuel and natural gas. We also have indirect energy 
consumption (i.e., Scope 2) through our use of local public utility supply. 

We have a number of programs to manage the use of energy at our 
facilities. These programs include our efforts to save energy with con-
servation and efficiency improvements in our operations, transportation, 
and office buildings.

The largest use of energy is through the use of our manufacturing tools. 
We require all newly purchased manufacturing tools and equipment to 
meet minimum criteria for utilities consumption efficiency. In addition, our 

EH&S and Facilities Departments monitor and evaluate industry develop-
ments for continual improvements to efficiency of energy utilization. 
Our process equipment upgrades have resulted in more efficient use of 
energy even with continued growth of production. These improvements 
are expected to continue.

As shown below, our use of energy, as measured in kilowatt-hours, has 
trended downward.  Although our 2011 total increased as production 
levels increased, the total remained well below our prior years and when 
our use is measured relative to our production output (i.e., normalized) 
we demonstrate continued improvements in efficiency of energy use 
even with increased production.

Electrical Consumption: Analog Manufacturing Activities 

Parameter 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Absolute: kWh Used 244,768,257 246,020,296 227,604,558 230,857,648 216,184,473 210,365,958 215,274,871

Normalized: kWh per Sq.Cm. 
Production
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Materials
ADI has eliminated Class I and Class II ozone-depleting chemicals 
(ODCs) in all of its incoming raw materials to prevent the release of 
ozone depleting substances with reference to the “Montreal Protocol 
on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer.” We also source materials 
that do not contain substances that are restricted in countries where our 
products are used — for example, by the European Union’s Restriction of 
Hazardous Substances (ROHS or China RoHS), Registration Evaluation 
Authorization and Restriction of Chemical Substances (REACH), or End of 
Life (ELV) Directive. 

ADI has established a corporate compliance review board that focuses 
on preparedness and conformance with legislation and customer 
requirements. ADI lead-free products are RoHS-compliant. The status 
of ADI lead-free and RoHS-compliant products is posted on the external 
ADI website. 

ADI designs products that make efficient use of raw materials to minimize 
the amount of materials utilized. Additionally, design-for-environment 
concepts are incorporated to use alternative chemical constituents in our 
products. We also attempt to minimize quantities of incoming packag-
ing materials to reduce waste. 

A key component of ADI’s approach to environmental management is 
pollution prevention. Pollution prevention practices are incorporated into 
manufacturing operations.

•	 Stormwater Prevention Plan: Any locations of materials and 
industrial activities that could be potentially exposed to rainwater 
and snow melt are included in our stormwater prevention plan to 
ensure that appropriate pollution prevention and best manage-
ment practices are in place and regularly being improved. At some 
locations, we have built enclosures to protect transportation-
associated loading and unloading activities. The same has been 
done with waste roll-off containers and solid waste/recycling 
compactors. Our inspection program includes visual monitoring and 
sampling to evaluate implementation of the prevention plan.

•	 Hazardous Materials Contingency Plan: This plan is designed to 
minimize hazards to public health, safety, or welfare of the environ-
ment (fires, explosions, spills, or any other unplanned sudden or 
nonsudden release of hazardous wastes, hazardous waste constitu-
ents, or associated with hazardous materials to the air, soil, surface 
water, or ground water). This plan is incorporated in the emergency 
preparedness and response requirements in the ISO 14001/OHSAS 
18001 environmental, health, and safety management system.

•	 Oil Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan: This plan 
determines effective prevention and control technology to reduce the 
likelihood of a discharge of oil from a site.

Land/Biodiversity 
ADI does not have a significant amount of land associated with its 
facilities. Our operations do not pose a significant risk to the terrestrial 
biodiversity in the areas surrounding our facilities. All of ADI’s manu-
facturing facilities discharge pretreated wastewater to publicly owned 
wastewater treatment facilities that are permitted for operation in each 
of the jurisdictions. These facilities help mitigate water quality impacts 
and associated biodiversity risks.

Regulatory Compliance 
To address our commitment to operate in compliance with all EH&S 
regulations, ADI maintains a regulatory register at each of its operating 
facilities. In addition, we have a program to evaluate our EH&S compli-
ance status. The regulatory compliance management system is both 
internally audited and externally certified by an independent third party. 
Government agencies also routinely inspect our facilities for compliance 
with regulatory requirements. Employees receive EH&S training and 
participate in prevention and risk control activities associated with their 
work and formalized within the EH&S management system.
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OSHA Incident Rate
Parameter 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Analog Devices 
Manufacturing

0.71 0.55 0.83 0.59 0.40 0.41

Analog Devices 
Nonmanufacturing

0.63 0.45 0.38 0.23 0.69 0.51

Analog Devices 
Worldwide

0.65 0.48 0.48 0.31 0.48 0.43

U.S. Semiconductor 
Industry

1.4 1.5 1.3 1.1 1.2 *
U.S. Manufacturing 
Industry

6.0 5.6 5.0 4.3 4.4 *
Benchmark figures were taken from the U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Annual Report 
(U.S Semiconductor Industry) 

*At the time this report was created, figures were not yet available from BLS for 2011.

OSHA Lost Workday Case Rate
Parameter 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Analog Devices 
Manufacturing

0.19 0 0.18 0.05 0.09 0.15

Analog Devices 
Nonmanufacturing

0.31 0.17 0.19 0.09 0.08 0.04

Analog Devices 
Worldwide

0.26 0.13 0.19 0.08 0.09 0.12

U.S. Semiconductor 
Industry

0.3 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.3 *
U.S. Manufacturing 
Industry

1.4 1.3 1.2 1 1.1 *
Benchmark figures were taken from the U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Annual Report 
(U.S Semiconductor Industry) 

*At the time this report was created, figures were not yet available from BLS for 2011.

Employees
Occupational Safety and Health

In our health and safety compliance program, ADI uses two industry-standard metrics to assess injury performance and trends worldwide.

•	 Incident rate — number of reportable incidents per 100 employees working a full year

•	 Lost workday case rate — number of incidents requiring time away from work per 100 employees working a full year 

Our results are significantly below industry averages due to our ongoing commitment to employee health and safety in our facilities. 
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Community and Planet
Energy

At ADI, the direct sources of energy we use to support our operations 
are diesel fuel and natural gas. We also have indirect energy consump-
tion through our use of electricity. In addition, ADI uses perfluorocarbons 
(PFCs) in wafer fabrication cleaning and etching processes, and refriger-
ants used in temperature and humidity control systems. 

We have a number of programs to manage the use of energy and the 
subsequent generation of emissions at our facilities. These programs 
include our efforts to save energy with conservation and efficiency 
improvements in our operations, transportation, and office buildings.

ADI Philippines Building 3 is currently registered for Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED) certification. LEED certifies that a build-
ing has been built using strategies aimed at achieving high performance 
in key areas of human and environmental health — sustainable site 
development, water efficiency, energy efficiency, materials selection, and 
indoor environmental quality. Some environmentally friendly features of 
the ADI Philippines Building 3 include: 

•	 The building was constructed by renovating an old facility with much 
of the old structures reused—60% of foundation/walls, 35% of floors, 
88% of roof/trusses, 75% of road/hardscapes—all qualified and 
refurbished good as new. 

•	 15% of the building shell is made up of insulated glass panels 
(double-glazing) with 29% shading coefficient. Glass panels enable 
the site to maximize the use of natural lighting while reducing the 
heat gain from sunlight. 

•	 The building shell uses CENTRIA panels with 49% recycled content.

•	 The building envelope uses fiberglass insulation (EIFS — Exterior 
Insulation Finishing System) minimizing the heat transfer to building 
interiors and saving energy on HVAC systems. 

•	 The building roof is insulated with polypropylene layers to reduce 
building heat gain from sunlight, and top coated with highly solar 
reflective paint (Solar Reflective Index of 78). 

•	 Recycled water is used for landscaping and toilet flushing. Recycled 
water comes from reject water from water treatment and rainwater 
harvesting.100% of utilization of recycled nonpotable water for 
toilets/urinals flushing earned exemplary performance for the site.

•	 Power-saving lamps (T5) are used for the entire building, as well as 
LED lamps for perimeter lighting.

•	 The building’s energy consumption is reduced significantly  
from Baseline Standards according to ASHRAE 90.1-2007 
(Energy Performance). 

•	 Low VOC emitting materials were used during construction (adhesives, 
sealant, and paints) and on interior finishes (carpet tiles, top coat paints, 
and furniture). 

•	 40% of the total land area is landscaped. 

•	 The site is located near the basic community services, which reduces 
the use of automobiles. Employee shuttle buses are provided as the 
major means of public transportation for building occupants. 

In June of 2010, Analog Devices announced that Mitsubishi Motors 
Corporation has adopted ADI’s iCoupler digital isolators to develop 
a safe, reliable, and efficient Li-ion battery power system for the 
next-generation (electronic vehicle) EV, the i-MiEV all-electric vehicle. 
Mitsubishi Motors describes the vehicle as the ultimate eco-car that 
produces no CO2 emissions. 

Powered by 100% electrical power, the i-MiEV has a single-charge 
range of 160 kilometers and features a three-way charging system 
that allows a driver to charge the battery at home at 100 V or 
200 V or at a remote quick-charge station. The i-MiEV has won 
several awards, including the Most Advanced Technology award as 
selected by the Japan 2009–2010 Car of the Year supervisory board 
and the 2009 Car Technology of the Year award 
as selected by the Japan Automotive  
Hall of Fame, a nonprofit  
trade organization.

Image courtesy of Mitsubishi

http://www.mitsubishi-motors.com/publish/pressrelease_en/index.html
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Our Sustainability Priorities—Social Well-Being

Introduction
At ADI, we have become the world leader in high performance signal 
processing solutions by ensuring we not only have the best products in 
the industry, but also are a good corporate citizen. We understand and 
appreciate the impact our operations have on economic prosperity, the 
planet, and people; and we make every effort to ensure that we make 
a difference, in a very positive way. As such, we work in conjunction 
with our employees to support social well-being and human rights by 
giving back to our communities and upholding the highest business 
and labor practices.

Employees
Workplace Compliance

ADI endeavors to conduct its business in compliance with all applicable 
laws, regulations, and standards regarding workplace safety and the 
preservation of our natural resources. ADI’s EH&S Department is respon-
sible for ensuring that ADI policies, procedures, and guidelines regarding 
workplace safety and the preservation of our natural resources are 
implemented and observed. ADI will not tolerate unsafe conditions in the 
workplace or conditions that endanger our employees, other parties, or 
the quality of our air, water, or land.

Working Hours

Work weeks at ADI cannot exceed the maximum set by local law. A work 
week should not be more than 60 hours, including overtime, except in 
emergency or unusual situations. Workers at ADI are allowed at least one 
day off per seven-day week.

Appropriate Wages and Benefits

Compensation paid to workers at ADI must comply with all applicable 
wage laws, including those relating to minimum wage, overtime hours, 
and legally mandated benefits. In compliance with local laws, ADI 
workers are compensated for overtime at pay rates greater than regular 
hourly rates. Deductions from wages as a disciplinary measure are not 
permitted within ADI. The basis on which workers are being paid is to be 
provided in a timely manner via pay stub or similar documentation.

Humane Treatment

ADI’s disciplinary policies and procedures are clearly defined and 
communicated to our workers. We do not tolerate sexual harassment, 
sexual abuse, corporal punishment, mental or physical coercion, or 
verbal abuse of workers, or the threat of any such treatment at ADI.

Nondiscrimination

ADI is committed to having a workforce free of harassment and unlawful 
discrimination. ADI does not engage in discrimination based on race, color, 
age, gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity, disability, pregnancy, religion, 
political affiliation, union membership, or marital status in hiring and 
employment practices such as promotions, rewards, and access to train-
ing. In addition, workers or potential workers at ADI will not be subjected 
to medical tests that could be used in a discriminatory way.

Forced Labor

ADI does not use forced, bonded, or indentured labor or involuntary 
prison labor. All work must be voluntary and workers are always free 
to leave upon reasonable notice. Our workers are not required to hand 
over government-issued identification, passports, or work permits to 
our facility representatives as a condition of employment.
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Child Labor Avoidance

ADI does not use child labor at any stage of manufacturing. We use 
the Electronics Industry Citizenship Coalition Code of Conduct defini-
tion of “child”: any person under the age of 15 (or 14 where the law 
of the country permits), or under the age for completing compulsory 
education, or under the minimum age for employment in the country, 
whichever is greatest. The use of legitimate workplace apprenticeship 
programs, which comply with all laws and regulations, is supported 
by ADI. Workers cannot perform work that is likely to jeopardize their 
health or safety.

Freedom of Association

ADI regards open communication and direct engagement between 
workers and management to be the most effective ways to resolve 
workplace and compensation issues. ADI respects the rights of 
workers to associate freely and seek to communicate openly with 
management regarding working conditions without fear of reprisal, 
intimidation or harassment. Globally, approximately 2% of our em-
ployees belong to unions.

Benefits

ADI offers a comprehensive benefits program that reflects our commit-
ment to helping employees achieve their physical and financial goals. 
Our programs are designed to provide employees and their families 
benefits that they value, that are affordable, and that meet their indi-
vidual needs. Our benefits programs around the world are competitive 
with local market practices, often exceed industry standards, and are 
in compliance with regulatory and legal requirements.

ADI offers programs that can help employees and their families achieve 
the goals of physical and financial well-being. In the U.S., Our BeneFIT 
FOR LIFE umbrella program helps employees understand ADI wellness 
resources and encourages them to take actions that will help them 
achieve their personal physical and financial fitness goals. 

Training and Development

ADI offers employees a variety of resources to gain the knowledge and 
skills they need to enhance their performance and help us meet our busi-
ness objectives. Our commitment to learning and development enables 
our employees’ personal and professional development.

Our training and development resources include the following:

•	 Tuition reimbursement for all full-time employees, up to $5,250 for 
undergraduate education and $7,500 for graduate education annually 
in the United States (amounts vary outside the U.S.)

•	 A formal, instructor-led leadership development curriculum for first 
level, middle, and senior managers

•	 An online learning management system with more than 150 courses 
available globally 24 hours a day, seven days a week

•	 Information regarding and support for external classes and seminars

•	 Formal mentoring through a one-year program that pairs high 
potential employees with senior leaders (an average of 28 employees 
participate per year)

•	 Internal and external executive coaches for targeted development

•	 A five-day New College Graduate Orientation Program that exposes 
recent graduates to ADI’s diverse technology and products 
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Intern/Co-Op Program 
ADI offers full-time paid internships and co-ops to qualified candidates. 
In 2010, ADI had nearly 100 interns and approximately 150 in 2011. 

Interns have the opportunity to work with our talented teams of engineers 
on very challenging work assignments. As a valued team member, 
students at ADI are assigned real work projects that are both meaning-
ful and exciting. Our experienced engineers take their roles as mentors 
seriously, as they want to see interns succeed. 

Co-Op/Intern Work Assignments 

•	 Design Engineering Team: Analysis, design, simulation, and evaluation 
of analog signal processing cells and mixed-signal circuits. 

•	 Applications Engineering Team: Develop customer product evaluation 
software and hardware for IC products. 

•	 Product/Test Engineering Team: Perform characterization and test 
development activities for the successful development and release of 
new products. Perform characterization/yield analysis data collection 
and complete analysis reports for use by Product/Test Engineering 
staff in support of device evaluations and qualification. 

•	 Advanced Development Team: Develop next generation analog 
integrated circuit processes and devices in silicon and silicon 
germanium. 

Networking and Professional Development 

Interns have the opportunity to network with managers, engineers, and 
other interns. Social outings and professional development seminars are 
among the many events planned as compliments to regular assignments. 
In addition, at the end of each assignment all students have an opportu-
nity to showcase their project work during “Intern Showcase Day.” 
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Community 
ADI employees are the source of the innovation that sets us apart. Their willingness to go the extra mile not only helps ADI be more 
successful, but also helps our customers gain competitive advantage. And their unselfish contributions to their communities and peers are a 
constant source of inspiration.

Back to School
In September 2011, employees at Analog Devices’ Wilmington, 
Massachusetts, site filled 80 backpacks with school supplies to 
donate to elementary school students. Office supply retailer W.B. 
Mason also contributed school supplies for the drive, and the back-
packs were donated by ADI’s Sales organization. The backpacks 
filled with school supplies were donated to high need children at 
three organizations: the House of Hope and Girls Incorporated in 
Lowell, Massachusetts, and the Ingalls School, a public school in 
Lynn, Massachusetts. The backpack drive has been an annual event 
for the past 10 years and was coordinated by Analog in Action (AIA), 
an employee volunteer program based at the Wilmington site. 

On April 30, 2011, National Rebuilding Day, 15 ADI volunteers complet-
ed home repairs for a deserving family in Lowell, Massachusetts. 
The team worked with the Rebuilding Together, the nation’s largest 
volunteer home repair organization in the country, to scrape and paint 
the entire house; replace siding; remove the front brick steps; clean 
the yard, including trimming tree limbs; install a new bedroom ceiling; 
repair a leaky roof; and cover exposed electrical wires. 
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